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Chapter 1

“From Dairy Farmer to Forex Trader”

From a dairy farmer to a Forex trader, can you believe it? Well, that’s my
story in a sentence. I want to talk about my background because I think it’s
really important that you get to understand a little bit about me. Where I
was from and where I’ve eventually got to so that it can help you become a
trader if that’s what you want to be.

You see I don’t have a background in a market in terms of I have never
worked in London or the New York Stock Exchange or anything like that. I
don’t have a business degree as such, so I think it is a really important
point to make that anyone can become a successful Forex Trader, if you
have the right application and dedication and determination. So that’s the
first point that I want to make because I don’t want you to think, “well, he’s
been to business school, or his dad was a stock trader”, or anything like
that because it’s not the case at all.

I was born in England but in 1995 I took a holiday/vacation to New Zealand
and fell in love with the Country.

I was born on a dairy farm. My parents are dairy farmers and we had a
herd of about 150 milking cows. My parents worked extremely hard in all
weather and all conditions every day of the year. Starting at 5:00 a.m. and
finishing at or around 6:00 or 7:00 p.m, seven days a week. It was very,
very hard work. I learnt all about determination, the dedication, the
perseverance, taking the knocks and the getting back up again.

I suppose that it was something as farmers you have no choice about. You
see it doesn’t matter whether it is your birthday or Christmas day or if you
are feeling a bit under the weather you’ve got to do the work. Looking back
on my childhood and my upbringing, that was an amazing experience and
learning curve and a work ethic that was installed in me from watching my
parents and also grandparents working.
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It’s something  that I have been really conscious to carry through my
working life and it’s definitely something that’s been very high priority within
my Forex trading and also my coaching business as well. Honesty, hard
work, good ethics, just telling the truth and helping people. When you do
that you realise that it actually helps you learn and progress as well.

So, after falling in love with New Zealand in 1995 I decided I wanted to
emigrate and in 1997 I arrived in New Zealand. I didn’t know a single
person. Well, there was one person who I knew who was my boss but I had
only met him for one afternoon about a year previous so you could really
say I didn’t know anybody. I was on the other side of the world, in my very
early twenties, with a couple suitcases and that was it. Off I went. That was
a hard beginning. I suppose it was lonely to start with in some ways and not
knowing anybody you you’ve got a sort of work your way up from the
bottom and there’s only one way to go. However it was what I wanted to
do. I always wanted to live in New Zealand from the first time I ever arrived
here and I wanted to own a dairy farm. So they were my goals. By arriving
on the plane to live I had already achieved the first goal.

So from there, I then decided to work on a farm to start with and eventually
I built my way up through the system and I got to own my own dairy farm,
which was an amazing achievement. I was very proud of the fact that I had
achieved that so early on and at such a young age. It came from some
perseverance again, it comes back to the same thing, you know, finding a
way of making things work. Even though I am talking about my background
in dairy farming I am sure you already can see how this can eventually lead
to dedication and determination within the Forex market which came a
number of years later.

What I then realised over time is that; yes I’d got to own my own dairy farm
in New Zealand but the problem was is I was still working very hard, very
long hours. Starting at 5:00 finishing probably around 7:00 in the evening
so you know, sort of fourteen hour days, seven days a week.
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I was doing all of the work myself and it is hard work. Although it is what I
wanted to do it was very, very hard physically and mentally with no breaks.
You don’t get a day off when you are farming. You can’t suddenly stop
milking the cows because you want to go somewhere. It doesn’t happen.
So the thing that I got to realise was that with a large amount of debt I was
actually not in that much control over where I was heading.

The main things that affected me, in terms of my income, where things like
the exchange rate with the New Zealand dollar against the U.S dollar, the
payout of the milk, disease, limitation in terms of farm size, stocking
numbers and the weather of course. These were all huge factors in
whether or not you have a good or bad year and they were completely out
of my control.

So a lot of things that affected my business back then were completely out
of my control even though I had huge debt. When I think back on that as a
Forex trader I have so much control. Sure I can’t control the market, but I
can control so much in terms of when I enter a trade, when I exit, what
position size I take etc. So I’ll talk about that more in a few chapters time
when we start talking about the actual Forex trading.

However you can see how with very low set up costs in Forex trading you
do actually have a lot of control. Whereas dairy farming with massive
overheads, massive debt most of the things that affected my income where
completely out of my control. I’ve got to be honest in saying it wasn’t really
until I finished dairy farming did I actually see that.

Looking back on it, a lot of risk and lack of control with a business such as
dairy farming. A lot of control and low risk and believe it or not low risk
associated with Forex trading. Even though so many people will tell you it’s
risky and it’s high risk it’s actually is not if you know how to trade correctly.
Again, I’ll talk about more of that shortly.
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So that was my background. I eventually achieved my goal of owning the
farm. Yet only a couple of years later everything came crashing down. My
wife was very ill at the time, we had a child, a boy who was around two
years old and in the end I had to sell the farm. I actually lost half of
everything because I went through a divorce. It was very hard of course,
like anything like that would be. However, looking back on it, it opened up a
complete new opportunity because once a farmer always a farmer,
unfortunately. The problem is that most people stay in farming, or any
industry for that matter, because they don’t know what else to do.

I was forced into something and at the time I had no idea what I was going
to do. I had never heard of Forex. Yet, one morning while I was milking the
cows I heard an advert on a radio station, on a sports station, and it was for
a Forex course. Now I had no idea what Forex was and never heard of
Forex really.

I had some idea about the New Zealand Dollar against the U.S. Dollar
because that’s effectively as a dairy farmer how I was being paid, yet I had
no idea about what Forex was. So anyway I thought, “well look, I don’t
know what else I’m going to do”. Not long after finishing the farm I had my
son to look after for the majority of the time by myself and so I needed to
find something that was allowing me to work from home yet make an
income and it needed to be something that was not farming related
because I needed a break from farming.

I decided to take the course. It cost me over $5,000 New Zealand, which
back then was a huge amount of money. The course was not that great but
looking back on it, it got me into Forex trading. I instantly understood
everything that the tutor was talking about and it really got me hooked on
Forex trading. I got the bug, wanting to know more. You see I did many
courses at the same time as that such as business courses, property
courses and franchising courses. However it was the Forex course that
was the one that really fascinated. It just seemed to be right.
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I really didn’t know why at the time, but it just got me hooked. I was just
excited by it and it seemed to be the perfect business. Of course, as we are
going to find out very shortly, it’s a lot harder than it’s made out to be but at
the time it just got me hooked.

So that’s my initial story of how I got into Forex trading. Next I’m going to
talk more about my early days as a Forex trader.

To view the video or download the mp.3 audio file please visit
http://theforextradingcoach.com/andrew-mitchems-forex-book-signup.html
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Chapter 2

“My Early Days Trading Forex”

I want to talk about my early days as a Forex trader because I’m
hoping that my story will be something you can relate to. So it doesn’t
really matter if you are brand new to trading or if you have been
trading for a number of years. I’m sure that almost all traders go
through the same cycle of the learning process and its one reason
why I put my Forex coaching course in place was to help fellow
traders short cut that initial learning process which for me took about
4 years before I became finally profitable.

So let me tell you about those early days. I took a course here in New
Zealand and I paid $NZD5,000 to go to the course. This was the
same course that I had heard about on the radio station while I was
milking cows towards the end of my farming career. The course was
okay. It got me into trading which was the main thing about it.

At the same time I was researching everywhere online. I was
researching all the different indicators, I was printing out pages of text
and chart images and I was putting all of the indicators on my charts,
I was reading about them, putting them in folders, I was basically
getting all the information I could about everything out there online
and using that as my training arsenal.

Looking back it wasn’t the best thing to do because in some ways as
you know, or as you will soon discover, if you have too many
indicators it completely confuses you. I’ve also discovered over the
years that almost all indicators are very similar in that all they are
doing is telling you what has already happened with the price.
Whether it is a MACD or a RSI or CCI or whatever it might be, almost
all types of indicators are formed by taking some form of average,
whether it’s a fast or a slow or a different combination of price that
has already happened.  Those indicators all lag price.
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In all honestly they are not a great deal of value to us as Forex
traders because we need to trade from the right hand side of the
chart to see what is happening right now in real time and make a
judgment on that.

However, back in those early days I wasn’t aware of that so I was
doing all my research and I’m sure you have done something similar
if you’re trading right now. I was just looking at all indicators out there
and trying to basically conger up a combination of those indicators
that I thought looked to be the best at that time.

What I liked about the course that I did and what got me into trading
after taking that course was I found all the information on the course
quite logical. I found it very easy to understand and pick up good
looking trade set ups from what I was taught. Whereas I noticed a lot
of other people in the course really struggled with the whole concept
and even though I didn’t have any background in trading or such,
mathematics was one of my strong points at school. So numbers,
figures and charts came quite naturally and quite straightforward to
me so I was quite fortunate in that respect.

To the actual trading itself, well after the course, I went straight home
and opened a live $10K account with a brokerage in the US and it
was of course the brokerage who the course people suggested. Back
then I had no idea about affiliates and things like that so I just went
with the brokerage they suggested. Little did I know they were only
suggesting this brokerage because they were getting paid in return
for sending all these clients to the brokerage. Look that’s fine, that’s
the way the market works. I was quite green back then and didn’t
understand a lot of that.

The brokerage was okay but I suppose back then there wasn’t a huge
amount of choice. Another thing was that one standard lot (or around
$10 per pip) was the minimum contract sign that I could trade. When
you are brand new to trading that is not a great thing. Obviously mini
lots or preferably micro lots like you can get from almost all brokers
today are the best way to go because you can trade with very small
and accurate position sizes.
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When I started there was no such choice so one standard lot was the
minimum I could trade. Which when it came to real money it resulted
in either some big gains or some very big losses. Like most new
traders the losses were bigger than the gains when I started trading
live.

I didn’t spend a lot of time on demo which is probably a mistake and it
is one thing I encourage people to use demos but also be really
cautious about the way you use a demo account. If you are starting
as a new trader or you’re learning a new strategy or system, ensure
you treat that demo account as if it were real. You see, when I did
have a few demo accounts before I did the course I was randomly
putting on buys and sells and didn’t have stop losses or profit targets
and I didn’t have accurate position sizing. I was just putting a trade on
just to put a trade on and I fluked quite a few positions and I was
making an absolute fortune in demo accounts. I remember printing
out my results and showing it to friends and showing them how much
money I made in this demo account. It was huge amount of money
but I had no idea what I was doing and I soon got to find out about
margin calls because obviously that run didn’t continue forever and I
eventually had a margin call and my demo account was closed. It
was a good lesson because on my live accounts I’ve never come
close to margin call. I’ve never lost my account on a live account so
there was a lesson to be learned there.

Another mistake that I made that so many people make is that I
opened a demo account with a huge amount of money. I think it was
something like $100,000 on demo. My first live account was $10,000.
When I was making a profitable gains on my live account I was quite
disappointed in a way because the gains I was making was nothing
like the gains I was making on my demo account because I was
trading demo on 10 times the account size.

I think this is a point it is really under estimated by so many people
because if you decide to trade demo, open that demo account in
roughly the same account size as you intend to open your live
account. For instance, if you think a $10,000 live account is what you
are going to trade to start with when you go live then open and trade
on a $10,000 demo account.
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It is very easy to get caught in the hype that brokers try and give you
$50,000, $100,000, $250,000 demo accounts. Don’t make the same
mistake that I made. I was thinking “wow this is easy and I look at all
this money I’m making” and of course you go live and it doesn’t
happen and it doesn’t correspond into your live account.  So that’s an
important tip there for you to remember.

I also need to tell you when I started and hopefully it doesn’t apply to
very many people but when I started it was only on a dial up internet
connection. There was no broadband for the first year or so.

I had my Son who had just turned 3 at the time and of course when I
started to trade was at the time that I was ready and not when the
market was ready. You see I put him to bed at night around 7 o’clock
in the evening, get him settled then go to my computer, get that set
up, try to get dial up to work then get the charts to work and it was
like this, “well it’s taken me so long to get this ready, now I’m taking a
trade, where is it?” What trade am I taking, what position, what pair?
Little did I know I was forcing trades to occur. I was trading because I
was ready to trade not because the market was ready and the market
was saying “hey look here is a good position based on what you just
learned”.

It is a very common problem even today with high speed internet
around that people tend, when they start off trading to get at their
computer when they finished work, put the kids to bed or whatever it
might be and put the charts on and say “right, where is that trade”.

People force trades.  The best way to trade and the only way to trade
really in my opinion is for the market to show you there is a set up. I’ll
talk more about this in a couple chapters time when I’ll be talking
about different time frames etc. It’s a really important point to note
that the market needs to be ready to suggest a set up.  Don’t just take
a trade because you are sat there at the computer ready to trade.

Another thing I need to tell you when I first started trading was my
very first live trades taken on the US Non-Farm Payrolls. Back then
when I first started trading the Non-Farm Payrolls moved an
enormous amount almost every month.
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We’re talking 200 - 300 pips sometimes more than that. Huge spikes
up or down whether the news was good or bad for the US. It was very
easy back then to make some really good gains because  it was easy
to enter the market, the brokers didn’t freeze the charts or widen the
spreads too much. Of course things are completely different today.
My very first trade taken live on the US Non-Farm Payrolls, I
remember I made $1200 in a matter of 10-20 seconds on my $10,000
account. So I made a 12% gain on a live account within that time.

I was shaking at the time I couldn’t believe it. I put straddle on. I put a
straddle on I think 15-20 pips higher than the recent price action and
lower than the lowest recent price action. In US time it was 8:29:30
am and I put the two positions, just 30 seconds before the news
release. It was a sell stop trade that entered. I remember it clearly. I
can still see that day and that chart, I can picture where I was. All I
remember was the market was crashing and “wow”. My trade was
jumping up and down and going all over the place and all I could think
about doing was deleting the buy stop trade in case that got triggered
and closing the sell stop trade as quickly as I could. All I could think of
was closing the trade and making some money.

It was a 12% gain and just an amazing trade. Now that went on quite
a while after, many months after until brokerages started to catch on
that people were straddling the news announcements and making a
lot of money.

Another thing I started in my early days of trading was over trading.
As I’ve already mentioned, I started trading when I was ready not
when the market was ready. I was forcing trades to occur. It was like
“I am ready so where is the trade?” I was placing trades just randomly
because the feeling of being in the market and watching the account
move up and down was quite a buzz and quite an excitement. What I
failed to realise was I really had no idea what I was doing.

The course that I had paid for and studied hadn’t given me any real
clear exit levels. It gave me some ideas of how to enter a trade but it
didn’t give me any clear exits. At times I was trading without any stop
losses. I had no money management control. I was trading one
standard lot on every trade regardless of the pair or the set up.
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I was trading blind really without a plan and without any goals. I think
it’s a common thing that most new traders go through. Due to my
experience now I can help traders get past those initial start-up
problems that everybody has. My course is really about short cutting
that learning curve by offering good quality education.

Another thing I did which was silly looking in hindsight was I kept
dreaming of what I was going to make. I kept writing compounding
calculations on the computer and I was always thinking “well if I’m
making this number of pips then I’m making all this money and if I
compound it and never have a losing month then I can see my
account going up and up and up exponentially”. It came to the point
where hundreds of thousands of Dollars weren’t exciting anymore so
if I kept compounding or taking more and more trades or having a
high risk, putting on two standard lots rather than one then I was
making millions of Dollars in my calculations.

Of course that never happened in my early days but there is a danger
there by thinking “how much can I make and how quickly can I make
it?” I think it comes down to very cleaver marketing on the internet by
so many people, whether it be people selling systems or robots or
brokers themselves, although they have calmed that down a bit
recently.

I was just making all this money and seeing all this money coming in
– in my mind but without thinking about a strategy. I was doing all of
this based on a $10,000 account which is completely crazy. If I made
a $10,000 gain on a $10,000 account that was a 100% gain in a year
which is an incredible result. However, in my mind I was making
hundreds of thousands and even millions of dollars. I’m sure you
have done that yourself and if you haven’t you would be one of the
few that haven’t.

It’s just something that Forex seems to offer you, the opportunity to
make an absolute fortune. Little did I realise that it was going to take
many more years of hard knocks and heartache and tears and trying
systems and buying things before I finally made some real money
consistently from my trading.
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In those early days it wasn’t thousands or millions. You’ve got to start
somewhere and go through those learning curves and take the
knocks so you can come out the other end. So I’m going to talk about
more of that in the next chapter.

To view the video or download the mp.3 audio file please visit
http://theforextradingcoach.com/andrew-mitchems-forex-book-
signup.html
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Chapter 3

“The Learning Cycle”

I want to share with you my experiences about what I call the “Learning
Cycle” and it’s still in my very early days of learning to be a trader and
again I’m sure it’s something that you have experienced if you are already
trading. If you are brand new to trading or you’ve not even started trading,
this is something that you will more than likely experience.

So the Learning Cycle is this: Well you see after taking the course I was
still in search of information. Everything that I was trying was looking
fantastic in hindsight and was looking fantastic when it was either sold to
me or if it was an e-book or an indicator or it was a free indicator but in
reality it wasn’t making me money and it wasn’t working.

I think it’s a danger with a lot of indicators if you’re looking at one indicator
line crossing over another one and this has to be pointing up and that has
to be pointing down and this has to be over 80. Everything that I was
looking for worked perfectly in hindsight when you looked at them on a
cherry-picked chart with the big trend.

The problem with those indicators is that they look good when the prices
have been fixed but in reality, on the right hand side of the chart the
indicators are moving up and down and they are never quite fixed until the
completion of the candle, sometimes even the subsequent candle so it
meant that even when I took a trade based on this indicator crossing over
that indicator I was entering trades very late and getting stopped out all the
time.

I was still in search of more and more information. In fact, I actually went
back and re-took the course in Auckland. I did a refresher thinking that
maybe there’s something that I missed.
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I also took a very good friend of mine along to that course. He had also just
finished farming and he was keen on looking at other avenues after farming
and for me it’s quiet important because it also meant that I had someone I
could talk to about trading because he was someone who I knew really well
who was a friend of mine who’d also now taken the same course.

One thing that I found with trading is it’s quite a lonely business and no one
really knows what you’re doing. I had also gone through a divorce so
people look at you a bit funny thinking “Well, he’s lost his mind. His wife’s
has just walked out on him, he’s lost his farm, he’s now loosing half of
everything he owns and he’s doing this funny sort of gambling thing that he
calls trading.” It is quite unnerving and you feel quite remote from other
people. You feel that people don’t think you’re doing a real job.

I’d come from what was a physical job creating a product, being milk and
farming animals and farming the land doing a physical honest day’s work to
suddenly sitting behind the computer screen, sort of guessing and
gambling as the other people saw it - I may as well have been in a casino
or at the horses, gambling.

Whereas in reality nothing could be further from the truth because I’m not a
person that ever goes to a casino. I don’t bet on lotteries, I don’t bet on
horses so I was saying “well no, it’s not gambling”. This is trading, this is
the skill that I’m learning to be able to work from home to look after my Son
from home rather than having other people look after him or losing him to
my ex-wife. It was something that I was really determined to conquer and to
master because I had so many reasons why I wanted to work from home
and to be there with my Son. It was really important to me so I was
determined as anything to make this work.

I suppose it’s also quite disappointing and frustrating when what you think
is looking really good, such as a course or e-book strategy doesn’t work in
real time. It’s very, very disappointing at times and of course you’re there
by yourself trading alone.
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So when I put my course together I was really determined to make sure
there’s a community of traders together and we’ll meet up on a live
webinars and talk about trading. My clients also have daily access to
information about the market that I post for them.

However, going back to the course that I took myself, well there was none
of that. They did start some webinars and they were live webinars but the
tutor was not actually trading live. There’s a big difference here. What they
were doing was kind of hand picking out some of the best setups from the
previous week to show on their weekly webinars.

They were only showing screenshots of the really good setups and telling
the students about the huge amount of pips they could have made. We
constantly heard “we’ve sold here it went down or bought here and went
right up here and we made X number of pips and at $10 per pip, that was
120 pips at $10 per pip that was $1200 you just made on your account”.

What they didn’t ever suggest or show was that they’d taken the trades
themselves in real time whether it be a live or demo account nor did they
ever explain an exit level, a stop loss level or a profit target level. Therefore
it was very much manipulated to look good and that’s one thing I’ve found
with a lot of products.

Back then, there weren’t really so many review sites as we get today so it
was very easy for people to sell systems and indicators and E-books and
EA’s or robots without really having any proof about how the product was
actually performing. As there were very few reviews, you sort of bought a
product in hope more than anything.

I got into the stage of putting more and more indicators together and having
different combinations of indicators and basically just confusing myself and
filling my charts with so much clutter.

The actual price on the right hand side of my charts, the price axis didn’t
even come in to the equation. It wasn’t until little a while later did I realise I
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was actually missing the main point which is the price but at that time
indicators were the way that I was heading.

Another thing that I was also quite keen on looking into was news trading,
trading the main news events which for me in New Zealand meant trading
in the evening being the European session and all through the night being
the US session. So my evening was the European session my night time
through to the early hours of the morning was the US session. It meant I
was setting my alarm clock for 12:30 in the morning, and 1:00am, and
2:30am, and 4:30am to trade all the US news announcements.

Of course this is not good for you because you can’t just keep working 24
hours a day or watching charts 24 hours a day. Again it’s something that so
many new traders make mistake of doing, watching charts all day and
night. You then find you don’t ever escape the charts and have any form of
life at all because all you’re doing is watching charts.

So news announcements and news trading was something that I go into
and after a while the announcements weren’t quite such a big mover.
Brokers then began to widen the spreads or stall their platform for 10
seconds or so over the time of the news announcements.

Therefore trading news became quite a difficult thing to do even after I
purchased specialized news trading software that filled the trade a split
second after the announcement. Again like so many other pieces of
software, in reality on live accounts didn’t make money for me.

So I then went through the whole cycle of buying signals, buying robots etc.
I then go into reading about Fibonacci levels and Elliott Wave Theory. I
bought a book on Elliott Wave Theory and found that Fib levels and Elliott
Wave Theory sounded quite scientific and quite in depth and almost where
I needed to go for the next level to be a more advanced trader.
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I got thinking that the more complicated the systems, indicators and
theories surely that’s going to give me the end result that I needed which is
to become a profitable trader.

I found that the Fibonacci levels the way that they’re traditionally taught and
explained and especially Elliott Wave Theory was very, very difficult to
trade in real time. So I needed to discover something that’s going to work
for me.

More about that next.

To view the video or download the mp.3 audio file please visit
http://theforextradingcoach.com/andrew-mitchems-forex-book-signup.html
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Chapter 4

“To Give Up or Keep Going?”

I had reached a stage in my trading career where I was at a crossroads,
what do I do?  Do I give up or do I keep going? Do I keep battling?

This is probably a stage where many people have reached, and it’s a stage
where many people have actually quit trading Forex.  It’s very easy to get
to that stage and to say, “look, I’ve tried everything, I’ve put all this time,
this effort and this money into doing my best I can to try and learn how to
trade, but it’s just not working for me”. I reached that stage after about two
years and I kind of felt I was going around in circles which is something I’m
sure you can relate to if you’ve been trading for a couple of years.

I suppose it’s frustrating, it’s embarrassing, and it’s annoying; they would
be probably the three main feelings that I had at the time.

Frustrating because you kind of know there is a way, but you can’t quite
find it.  Embarrassing because your friends and family are saying, “Hey
Andrew, how’s your trading going? How’s this Forex thing, this gambling
type of thing that you’re doing. Are you making a lot of money or are you
losing all your money?”

I suppose it’s also embarrassing because you’re not actually making
money, and remember it was only a couple of years previous when I was
almost showing off with my demo account statements, saying “hey look at
all this money I’ve made”. I was making a fortune, tens of thousands of
dollars every week and month back then on demo accounts but it wasn’t
transferring into doing that in real time and with real money.
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By now I wasn’t making much at all. I was making some and losing some,
and really I was treading water, ending up about break even over the
course of time.  And there’s only so long you can actually do that for,
because you need to start earning some money out of it.

So it was frustrating, embarrassing, and annoying, it really was, there’s no
other way of describing how I felt at that time. I suppose I had the
motivation of two things; one, after owning my own dairy farm, I didn’t want
to go back into that industry in terms of being someone like a sales rep or
working for someone else.  If I was to go back and actually do the physical
farming work, it meant probably moving, or it meant living more remote,
which meant that I couldn’t probably have so much access to my son and I
couldn’t be there to take him to daycare or later on school. So there were a
lot of factors in my mind and heart that meant I wanted to make Forex
trading work.

So when I reached those crossroads, I said to myself, “which way do I go?”
Do I go and seek what I suppose many people perceive to be the sensible
option and get a job some where, however I was determined not to get to
that stage. I was really determined to say, “well, I’ve reached this low point,
I need to make a decision about which way I go; my decision is I’m going to
continue to try and master this art of Forex trading”.  It really came back to
the fact I knew there was a way to succeed somewhere. If you’ve been
trading you’ll know exactly what I mean because in hindsight you can make
a fortune and you can be such a great trader. However in reality, it wasn’t
happening for me.  So, I reached the crossroads, I needed to make a
decision, the decision was to continue with trading.  Now I needed to make
it work.
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Chapter 5

“Testing, More Testing and Optimising”

Well, after making the decision to carry on and trading Forex was to be my
future way of creating an income, I searched around some more on the
internet because I realised what I was doing at the time was not working. I
then discovered a system or a platform, a great platform actually called
Trade Station.

I think at the time it was relatively new for Forex Traders. It was something
that I discovered through the forums and I got involved with using Trade
Station in quite a big way. I suppose what I liked about it at the time was it
looked very sophisticated. It looked complicated. It looked professional and
I decided that what I needed and why I wasn’t succeeding was because I
wasn’t professional enough. So by having Trade Station as my platform it
was my way of becoming a professional trader. It looked really good. You
could have all sorts of different markets not just Forex. You could optimise
every single indicator that was ever invented and if it wasn’t on there you
could get it written by a programmer.

So I decided to pay for Trade Station. It was the first time I had actually
paid for a trading platform. I was really feeling quite comfortable because it
looked really quite good and sophisticated on my computer screen. So I felt
like this is really it. This is how I’m going to make money. I’ve got the right
platform in place. It’s just the case of optimising some indicators and away
we go. We’re making money, finally.

So what I did is this. I had a few systems that I was currently using and the
beauty of Trade Station is it had so much historical data, back testing data
and tick data.
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The data was very accurate and for that type of process and what I needed
to do there was nothing better than Trade Station. It was fantastic. So what
I found myself doing at that stage was rather than actually concentrating on
the trading, I was spending hours and hours, day after day, week after
week, adding indicators and optimising them.

I was doing a massive amount of back testing and waiting for the results to
come through. I was then thinking “wow, look at all this money I’ve made in
back testing”. What I didn’t understand at the time as how to use the
various parameters with each indicator. If you change them and alter the
parameters of various indicators only slightly, it can make a massive
difference in the actual performance results. Of course, wanting the best all
the time I was selecting only the perfect optimised results.

Little did I realise that if I’d chosen the results that were ever so slightly
different to the perfect optimised results, instead of making for example
hundreds of percent per year the system might have made a loss. This
didn’t worry me at the time because all I could see was the historical gains
and it didn’t really occur to me to make the historical back test even longer
or shorter. I did do this a couple of times and the results weren’t quite as
good. This shows that when optimising or back testing you become blind
folded to the negative results and you become very excited and proactive
and happy when you see the positive results.

The next thing I decided to do then is once I’d reached a set of indicators
and a set of parameters that was making a lot of money in back testing; I
decided to hire a programmer who was a specialist Trade Station
programmer and a very good one that I hired as well. I created the perfect
set of rules and the programmer sent me the coding back so then I could
then plug that in to Trade Station. This was similar to a trading robot or an
Expert Advisor that you have in Meta Trader.
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The system was going to trade my strategy for me. So I plugged it in and
set it up on a couple of different currency pairs and I just let it go. When I
was doing the back testing I was mostly concentrating on the major pairs. I
didn’t carry out a lot of back testing on the minor pairs or the cross pairs.

I also didn’t carry out back testing on different timeframes. So when I came
to place that software over various timeframes and various pairs in real
time it didn’t work and it was constantly losing money. Now the only way to
change that was to go back and then add some more indicators and
change the parameters again. Then I had to go and rehire the programmer
and say “can you code this for me to do ABC, XYZ” The coded script then
comes back, I paid the programmer who did a great job again and I added
it to a live account. The result was the same, the strategy didn’t work.

I started to think, “hmm, what am I doing wrong?” So of course you then go
back to the forums. Trade Station had its own forum. I started reading other
ideas that other people have created. So you then have a brand new
strategy and you put some more indicators together and you’re all excited
and you did the back testing again. Back testing is working an absolute
treat again, and in real time it doesn’t work.

So it got to this stage and I was thinking, “Trade Station is the answer I
know it is, it just looks so good, why is it not working?” and I repeated this
procedure many times. I probably had Trade Station for about 6 to 8
months and every time I had the perfect back testing results. I was making
an absolute fortune in back testing, producing lovely equity curves but in
real time it didn’t work.

So after paying for the Trade Station platform and paying for programmers,
I found myself paying in terms of my own time and effort again as it still
wasn’t working.
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I am sure if you have been through this process of optimising the over
optimising, maybe you’ve been through the stage of buying the robots,
buying the indicators whatever it might be, they all work great in demo and
back testing data but in real time they just don’t seem to work,or mine didn’t
anyway. So again I was getting more and more frustrated.

By now I was almost blaming the platform because I had the best platform I
could find, and Trade Station was great. It really is. I’ve never used it since
but at the time I had no complaints with it at all as a piece of software. I
thought it was a really good piece of software. It just wasn’t producing the
results. I suppose now after making the decision to continue trading and
having what I could see was the best bit of software with the best
programmers the best optimisation still not working on live accounts, Trade
Station was to blame.

I got into a bit of a blame game and I was blaming everything else apart
from me. Really when it comes down to it, it’s only me as the trader that
can be blamed. The market is carrying on doing what the market is doing.

So that then led me to quit with Trade Station and I then discovered Meta
Trader 4 (MT4). It was a free piece of software, a free platform with many
brokers around the world using MT4. Then that led me to almost start from
scratch again because I realised that the optimisation route was not
working for me.

The next stage of my trading career was to take everything off my charts,
start with a blank canvas and work out what was going to work for me. So
that’s what I want to talk about next. This is when I start to actually make
some money. It had taken a number of years to get to this stage. I am sure
again you can relate to this but finally after starting with a blank canvas the
money did start to roll in. It took a little time to happen but I’ll talk about that
in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

“Starting From Scratch Again”

So moving forward what I decided to do was to start from scratch. Why did
I do this? Well nothing that I’d learned and nothing that I’ve tried over the
previous couple of years since I started trading that actually worked for any
length of time in real time.

A lot of these things worked in hindsight and in back testing but nothing
was successful for me on live accounts and working from the right hand
side of the chart and after all working for the right hand side of the chart,
watching the actual live bar moving up and down and taking a trading
decision from there is really the only way you can make money in Forex.

Everything else that’s happened is great and yes you can learn from that
and use that information but you can’t actually make money from that right
now so I needed to start again. What I actually did was I took everything off
my charts. I deleted all the indicators, all the robots, the scripts, everything
that I bought or I had written for me over the last couple of years. I took the
whole lot off it hadn’t work in the past so I decided I need to basically
pretend I was starting again and actually work out something that was
going to make money.

Another thing that I also did and it’s something that I highly recommend is
that I unsubscribed to all those email lists that I found myself on, either lists
that I choose to sign up to or lists that I somehow ended up on. Even so,
every couple of weeks I found myself back on some of those lists again so I
then unsubscribed again. I just tried to clean up my whole Forex related
email inbox because what I found by reading all these email about new
robots, indicators or E-books was just confusing me. I’m sure you can
relate to that because it seems like everybody’s out there selling their
system or their indicator promising you it’s the holy grail of Forex trading
which is going to solve all your financial problems.
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Even though I knew by that stage that most of them were rubbish there’s
just something at the back of your mind that says “oh I’ll just read this one”
or “wow this sounds really good, maybe this is the one that’s going to
actually work” even though you kind of know it’s not going to and even
though you know that you shouldn’t be spending another $37 or $97 on a
robot or indicator. You know that you shouldn’t but there’s something that
tempts you to say “just one more”.

So I decided to say “no, enough is enough. I’m not going to buy any more
of these robots and software and I am going to start from scratch and build
up from there”. So that’s what I did and I actually found by taking that
mental approach and by physically carrying out that unsubscribing and
deletion, it actually cleared that lot of clutter from my mind and by looking at
just the price action I started to see things that in the past I hadn’t seen.

You see by having so many indicators on your charts, what you tend to do
is become reliant on them of course because that’s why they are there. You
tend to start watching this bar crossing over that bar or this line crossing
over that line or going above a certain level or closing below a certain level
whatever it might be. Like I said previously, pretty much all indicators are
the same, it’s just they show different variations of previous price action.

By studying those indicators all you’re doing is just watching indicators.
You’re not actually watching the real thing that matters which is the actual
price because the indicators don’t really matter when you think about it. It’s
the price that matters. By eliminating all that clutter from my charts, not only
did it free up my thoughts from clutter, it made me concentrate on and
watch the price action.

So I started to get interested in almost an art form of reading a chart
because as I now realise many years later, good technical based Forex
trading is an art form. You are reading a chart, you’re interpreting what’s
happening all around the globe with multiple buyers or sellers all in the
market at the same time.
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All of that information has basically been processed and put together into
the price moving up and down as it does. Really when it comes down to
absolute basics all the chart’s doing is telling you a picture or story of what
is actually happening in the market. I soon got to realise the economics of
what’s happening behind the scenes. Are there more buyers? Are there
more sellers? Really that’s what’s happening. If there are more buyers in
the market, the price has been pushed up. If there are more sellers in the
market, the price has being pushed down, it’s as simple as that when it
comes down to it. The price very rarely stay flat, it’s either moving up or it’s
moving down and that’s what the price and candle patterns and bar charts
started to tell me.

So I did a lot or research into price action and into candle patterns
themselves and I struck a problem with most of the candle patterns as they
used multiple candles to create the patterns. The problem was similar to
the issue I had when I found the Elliott Wave Theory. It was fantastic in
hindsight when I could see certain candle patterns or certain Elliott Wave
sequences and steps on historical charts but when I was trading from the
right hand side of the chart, I found that with the price bars moving up and
down, I didn’t really know when looking at Elliott Wave what stage of the
wave we were at. With candle patterns, I didn’t know if the pattern was a
head and shoulders pattern, was that a butterfly pattern? There are many
known patterns but I couldn’t quite tell enough in real time what part of the
formation the current candle was actually creating and whether it was
relevant or not.

I suppose that then came across as yet another hurdle, yet another
problem. To overcome this I then started to look at just individual candle
patters. What I mean by that is I started looking at just the individual candle
itself. Once the candle had formed, let’s say I was looking at the 15 minute
chart, then every 15 minutes I could make a decision.
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What is this candle that has just closed now, either at the top of the hour or
a quarter pass or at half pass or at quarter to the hour telling me? What is
that candle actually telling me about the market right now and is that giving
me enough information to justify placing a new trade or if I’m already in a
trade is this giving me enough information to say “Hey it may be time to exit
or add to the position or close part of the position” whatever that might be.

What I really then discovered was if I’m looking just at the individual candle,
it gave me a lot more focus. It meant that I could just look at that candle
and say “yes this is an engulfing candle and it’s a bullish candle because it
green it’s closed near the high and that means that there is a strong
likelihood that the price is going to continue moving up because at the
completion of the candle (which is only formed due to time), there are
definitely more buyers in the market and they were outweighing the sellers.
The buyers were pushing the price up and on the completion of the bar, it
closed near the high therefore the buyers are likely to continue pushing the
price up into the next candle. That was the logic behind that.

It also meant from a practical point of view, I knew when I needed to start
looking at charts. If I was trading at 15 minute charts it meant I could look
once every 15 minutes. I then developed an understanding of the high
timeframes. I then started moving into the hour charts, the four hourly
charts, the daily charts and sometimes even the weekly charts.

As an example if I was looking at the daily charts it meant that I just needed
to look at candle pattern just once per day and of course that becomes so
much more easier to plan your day around and everything else that’s going
on in life, whether you have a job, a family or whatever it is. It becomes far
easy to plan around knowing when you need to look at your charts. So for
me, it meant that once a day was all I needed to look when I traded the
daily charts.
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I then figured that because I was not doing anything else in terms of actual
paid employment, I was then looking at the four hourly charts and I could
look at those once every four hours. With the one hour charts I could look
at them once every hour and then any smaller time frame chart if I wanted
to. The result of that was it began to free me up from being glued to the
computer screen all day and night.

You see when you’re looking at the indicators, A could cross over B and
close under C anytime of the day, the problem being you just don’t know
when that’s going to happen. The beauty that I discovered with candles
themselves was not only was it reflecting the actual price action right now
which is the important factor, it meant that I could plan my trading around
my day or plan my day around my trading whichever it came to.

It meant that I knew the times of the day when I could go to the charts. It
also meant I wasn’t stressing about missing pips, and ticks and price
movement within the formation of the candle because I knew that if I was
trading one hour charts for instance, as soon as I had looked at let’s say
the 3 o’clock close, I knew I had no new trade until the 4 o’clock close.

This meant freeing me up from charts and I actually started to enjoy my
trading. I think when you do that, the emotions become less of a factor
because you’re not panicking about missing things. So you can see now
that once I discovered I needed to actually have no indicators and then I
added just price action and candle patterns, how that already could to lead
to some kind of plan coming into place and some normality and less
emotions.

Of course there was still a long way to go at this stage but you can see how
things could start to take shape as opposed to being reliant on indicators.

The other thing that started to come into play then is I started to not only
look at different timeframe charts, I started to look at different currency
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pairs and how they reacted and so different currency pairs react differently
at different times of the day, and on different days of the week.

News announcements can have an impact. For instance, if news came out
of Australia, that news would affect the Australian dollar pairs but would it
also affect the New Zealand dollar pairs? Does it affect the Euro? Maybe it
does depending upon what the news announcement is.

I then started to look at the relationships of different currency pairs with
each other and how they interact. For example if the EUR/USD increases
in price, generally the USD/CHF will decrease. That particular example is
common knowledge but there are many other occurances that I discovered
that between various currency pairs which have certain behavior patterns.

When I started to discover that, it was as a result of looking at price action.
As I had eliminated indicators from my charts and as I wasn’t letting a robot
decide for me, the price action and the interaction between currency pairs
become not only very interesting for me but it suddenly opened up a new
understanding of the whole global financial system and how that affected
the Forex markets.

Therefore price action and discovering the importance of this made a huge
difference. One, it created an enjoyment of my trading, two it created an
understanding and three, it definitely created profitability and an ease of
trading.

So that was a major breakthrough for me, looking at different timeframes
and how the different currencies interacted with each other. However I was
still noticing that if I was taking a buy trade every time I saw a bullish
engulfing pattern, I was getting too many loosing trades. For instance I
might be buying right at the top of the trend and I was thinking “well this is a
bullish engulfing pattern, the trend is likely to keep continuing up” only to
find the next candle will crash as the price drops.
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I needed to try and find some way to eliminate those loosing trades and so
my research continued and then I made a point to try and research what
was happening out there in the big financial institutions such as the banks.

I needed to understand what the big players were using because after all
they are the ones who control some of the movement in the market and
they have an influence on the market.

If they are trading for example, millions and millions of dollars per position
or per trade, then I was of the understanding that they were likely to be
doing something differently to what I was doing with my $10,000 account.

So that lead me onto more research about try to understand what
instruments, what indicators if any, what methodology the big banks and
institutions were using. So I want to talk about that next.
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Chapter 7

“What The Big Players Use”

I now want to talk about what the big players are using and how
researching into that information really did take my trading to a new level in
not only understanding the market but also from my point of view at that
time and long term more profitable. So the “Why” I started to look into this
was because with my new understanding of price action and understanding
what that was telling me about the market I realised that there were a lot of
traders like me sitting at home trading $10,000 - $100,000 accounts. We
weren’t really that influential in the market and obviously it was the big
players, the banks the financial institutions that were a lot more influential
then lots of people like me so I needed to try somehow gain an
understanding of what they’re using, bearing in mind that I had no contacts
in banks, I’d never worked in one, I didn’t really know anybody that worked
in a Foreign Exchange department within a bank.

Forex back then was still relatively unknown. Even my own personal bank
manager had no idea what Forex was so it was still quite an unknown
product at this time.

So I went online and started doing some more research and discovered
quite a number of things. I discovered an understanding of Fibonacci levels
again. I had already used them in the past but I used them in very much the
traditional way of looking for swing highs and lows, extensions and
retracements, etc. However it came back to a fact that I’ve found that very
difficult to use in real time. It was one of those things like I’ve mentioned
like Elliott Wave, etc. that looked great in hindsight when you have
historical charts with perfect swing highs and perfect swing lows but it was
very difficult to use in real time.
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So in my quest to understand more of Fibonacci levels I discovered a
signal service run by an ex-bank employee and he was keen on using
Fibonacci retracements and extensions for his longer term projections
about where a certain currency pair maybe heading over a coming days,
weeks and even months and I found that his projections were very accurate
most of the time. So for me it was worth investing in his signal service
because I had some knowledge to realise that with his signals service he
was using Fib levels. He was not just using a group of made up indicators
for his signals. He also sent his signals at the same time everyday which I
found really good because it meant that I could rely on his signals coming
through at a set time give or take half an hour and it meant that I could plan
my day around his signals and my trading around his signals.

I also found that by using his price projection levels and his profit target
levels for each day, I started to play with Fib levels and I started getting an
understanding of how “this pair is likely to go to a certain level” because it’s
a Fib extension level. I couldn’t quite work out how he was basing his
levels, whether it was over a series of candle patterns or over time. I
couldn’t work that out but I realised over time that Fibs were such an
important part of his projections so it got me playing on my charts with Fib
levels.

Almost by accident I discovered something that worked for me that I’ll talk
about that soon but I was using Fibs and it was very easy to use and easy
to understand way and that has since developed to be a big part of my
trading on the longer term charts which I’ve brought into my coaching
program that my clients now use very successfully. I’ll also talk about that
shortly.

The other thing that I discovered that the big banks and institutions used
are these things called pivot points. Now I’ve really never heard of pivot
points. Well, I had heard of them but they didn’t really mean much to me.
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I had read about how Pivot Points were calculated but again that didn’t
mean much. They were just a few lines in the chart which were quite
boring. It didn’t really add anything to my trading a couple of years
previous. However, during the research that I had carried out, many of
these institutions were talking about pivot points so I thought then that I
actually need to some more research into them because if the banks are
using them shouldn’t I be using them?

Pivot Points may or may not develop to a large part of my trading plan but I
needed to have some more knowledge and information about them
because as I’ve mentioned, if the institutions and the big players are using
them surely I’ll be using them in some form?

So I then added Pivot Points to my charts and looked at the various
calculations showing the way the pivots are formed and I started to see a
pattern there and I started to see that if a price action was let’s say already
above the pivot point then it was more likely to continue upwards. If there
was a downward pressure and the price had broken through the pivot point
and there was engulfing patterns the bearish engulfing patterns and more
likely the price was likely to continue downwards. I also noticed that the
price started to then bounce at these pivot points.

The pivot points then led into more recent into more research about support
and resistance levels and all of this research combined started to give me
an understanding of swing highs and swing lows and the reasons for these.

Price doesn’t just keep going up and up and up forever even if it does move
up over time regardless of the timeframe. Of course within that upward
move, it moves up and it pulls back and it goes up and it pulls back and it
goes sideways, it might go down then goes up again - overall you’re seeing
an uptrend but within the course of that uptrend there are series of
movements and swing highs and swing lows all going on within that overall
uptrend.
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That was also an important point about looking different timeframe charts. If
I was looking at let’s say a one hour chart and all I saw was green candles
and an uptrend of course when I scaled down to a 30 minutes chart, a 15
minute, or a 5 minute chart, I could see a series of pull backs and red
candles as well within that but when I expanded the chart to an hourly chart
all I was seeing was green bullish candles and it’s a problem that many
people have and today a lot of people still come to me and say “Hey
Andrew what time frame chart should I be trading?” A lot of people get very
confused because they will see bullish candles on an hour chart and
they’re thinking “the market is moving up” and then they will scale down to
the 5 minutes chart and all they’re seeing was a series of red candle and
the price moving down.

This leads to confusion, doesn’t it? Because one time frame chart is saying
“buy”, the other time frame chart is saying “sell”. Which way do you go?
That became a problem and it still is a problem for so many people.

My knowledge grew by looking at the relationships of the different time
frame charts and having an understanding of price action plus
understanding what bounce levels meant. The price might move up, hit a
certain level and then retrace. Why did it retrace? Why it didn’t continue
any further?

So I was now looking at support and resistance levels, bounce levels,
previous swing highs and lows (which formed another form of support and
resistance), Pivot Points, Fibonacci extensions and retracements.

You can now see how all of these started to combine to give me a system
that was aiding my candle patterns that I’d discovered. When I began to put
everything together, I was starting to not only make more money at the time
but I was also feeling a lot more confident and I was now finding I was
trading less, I was watching the charts less, I had a greater understanding
of the market and reading price action was helping me.
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However, the price action alone just by itself doesn’t really make you
money because candle patterns will not all work, they’re not all equal. I had
to discover candle patterns and put them in the right part of the chart, the
right context of the chart, the right “area” within the chart. So by adding
Fibonacci levels, the pivot points, the support and resistance along with the
candle patterns made me a lot more comfortable with my trading because I
was trading a similar way to what I’d read and researched the big banks
and institutions we’re using.

I then needed to work out exactly what was going to work for me and I’ll
talk about that next.
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Chapter 8

“Developing Your Own Method”

In chapter 8 I want to talk about developing your own method. You see it’s
something that I believe is critical to ensuring your longer term success as
a Forex Trader because there are so many different ways of potentially
making money and trading the Forex market. Some of them are good and
some are not so good. However there are probably very few ways that
actually suit you as an individual. I know with myself that was certainly the
case.

You see there are two different personality types here and it’s your own
personal personality, what you’re like as a person - whether you’re a calm
person or an aggressive person, a proactive person or someone who
prefers to wait for things to happen.

As a trader it depends whether you like to really fast pace action of the five
minute charts or whether you like something slower like the four hourly
charts, the daily charts or the weekly charts. As I’ve mentioned there is no
right and wrong way but there’s probably a right and wrong way that suits
you as a person and also as your own trading personality. It’s something
that you need to develop and recognise over time and that will come
overtime because you would try certain strategies that just don’t suit you.
Other people say “Look you know I’m making a lot of money with the
strategy” but you try it yourself it doesn’t work.

So just because one person is successful with a particular strategy does
not mean to say everybody trading that particular method or way of trading
will become successful so it’s something that you need to develop for
yourself and I know that for myself I developed that over a number of years.
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It seemed like every article that I was reading at that time was saying it was
all about the shorter timeframe charts and I got to realise that what most
people were doing was hunting pips. If you look at most signal services or
most systems out there, people would tell you how many pips they’ve made
in a day or in a week or in a month or in a year. That’s how they measure
their success and that’s how most people would tell you to measure the
success of any system, by looking at how many pips they’ve made or lost.

I realised that overtime this was probably not something that was going to
work for me because when you’re trading pips, it probably means that on
the longer timeframe charts which I was developing into, it meant that the
stop loses need to be huge and I’m talking somewhere maybe 50 to 200 or
300 pips as a stop loss and when you’re someone who is used to
measuring pips (because that’s all I really knew at that time) those were
massive stop losses which meant that I couldn’t really trade those longer
timeframe charts and what it meant was I ended up coming back again to
the shorter timeframe charts but they just didn’t suit me.

I wasn’t someone who was prepared or wanted to or enjoyed sitting
watching charts for 2-3 hours on end and it just didn’t suit me. Now jumping
forward a number of years to today, I have a lot of clients who love trading
one minute, five minute, fifteen minute charts and do extremely well from it.

When I trade on my live webinars today in front of my clients I trade those
shorter timeframe charts because I’m live on a webinar but they don’t really
suit me for the majority of the time. So it’s important to develop what suits
you. Now there is really nothing wrong with scalping the market and trading
those shorter timeframe charts if that’s something that you really enjoy
doing and you have the time to do it. However, a number of years ago I
realised that most people traded those shorter timeframe charts because
they wanted to have small stop losses in terms of the number of pips they
were placing on the trade.
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After a while I’ve got thinking about this whole money management system
and I realised that pips were probably not the answer even though the vast
majority of people out there was saying pips is the way to measure
success.

So I did some more research into money management and I started to
understand that most of the big institutions measure success on a
percentage gain. Of course it’s not all about percentage gain because it’s
the percentage gain as opposed to the percentage draw down or
percentage risk but the percentages to me made more sense. You see if I
could say I’ve just made 5% in a week or 5% in a month, to me that was
5% and it didn’t matter whether my account was $1,000 or $10,000 or
million dollars it was still a 5% gain which is something that I could
measure.

If I had for instance a $10,000 account and I’ve made 50 pips it didn’t mean
anything because it depended on the position size that I placed at that time.
What I was finding was I was making some successful trades on the
shorter timeframe charts and maybe making let’s say a total of 200 pips but
if I had one trade on the daily chart that lost and it lost 150 pips, all of a
sudden I’ve already made 50 pips total. I’ve made 200 pips on the short
time frame charts and that was over the multiple trades but I lost one trade
on the daily charts of 150 pips and now all of a sudden I’ve only made 50
pips. To me that just didn’t make sense because all the great trades I was
taking on the shorter timeframe charts got almost wiped out by one loosing
trade on the daily charts.

So I needed to develop an understanding of money management and the
percentage idea really did make a lot of sense. You see the way I trade
now, the way that I teach and the way that I started to develop back then
was to understand that every single trade that I take has an equal risk
percentage so it didn’t matter whether I was risking 20 pips on the trade or
200 pips on the trade. If that trade went wrong and lost, I lost a pre-known
amount of my account as a percentage on that trade.
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So most people tell you out there to risk somewhere between about 3 and
5 percent of your account per trade. I got to realise that this was crazy
because if I had let’s say 3 or 4 trades go wrong and I was risking 5% per
trade I was suddenly down by 20% which was a massive amount of draw
down and it put emotional pressures on me and then started of making me
doubt by next trade because I couldn’t afford to be 20% down on just 4 or 5
trades, it was a crazy amount.

So I’ve got to develop a very low risk way of trading and it’s what suited me
and I still use that method today. I risk no more than 0.5% or half of 1% of
my account on any one trade. If I was trading a $10,000 account, I risk no
more than $50 maximum per trade and I know my risk. Now if I’m trading
on a one hour chart it may have a 20 pip stop loss and I lose 0.5% of my
account if that trade gets stopped out.

If at the other extreme I’m trading on the daily chart and it has a 200 pip
stop loss I still lose half of 1% of my account (0.5%) if that trade goes
wrong. I got to understand that I really don’t like risk as a person, well not
ridiculous amounts of risk. I like controlled risk and so by knowing that 0.5%
of my account was the maximum I was risking on any one trade, it didn’t
matter what type of trade was, what the timeframe was, what time of day it
was, what currency pair it was, it didn’t matter. I knew the total amount that
I could lose has a maximum on each trade.

Now when you develop that further and you add the power of compounding
to this you suddenly realise that the idea of risking a certain amount of your
account as a percentage risk trade is an extremely powerful money
management tool. You see overtime let’s say you grow your $10,000
account into an $11,000 account, all it means that each time as your
account grows you are risking a large amount of money on the next trade
but it’s still an equal percentage risk. So as your account grows to $11,000
I’m now risking $55 per trade as it grows up to $12,000 I’m now risking $60
per trade. So as you have profitable trades and knew a winning sequence
you are actually compounding on your gains because you are risking still
the same percentage but a bigger amount of money.
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The other benefit of that way of trading is if you have losing trades, which
everybody does you are still only risking the same amount as a percentage
of your account on each trade. So for example if your account went down
from $10,000 down to $9,000 you’re now risking $45 per trade so if you are
in a losing run and again everybody has a losing runs and drawdown, as
you have losing trades you are actually risking a smaller amount of money
per trade and in theory that way you should never ever lose your account
because you’re always trading smaller amounts or smaller position sizes
per trade if your account is going down.

The benefit is if you develop yourself a winning strategy and a profitable
strategy you can still increase your account gain by using the power of
compounding to your advantage.

What this now meant was I could then start trading the longer timeframe
charts which really suited me better as a person and as a trading
personality with confidence knowing I had controlled risk on each trade and
so that really did make a huge difference to the profitability of my trading
system.

The other thing that also happened is that I suddenly realised that as I’ve
mentioned previously is that not all candle patterns are equal and I needed
to understand what part of the chart the candle patterns occurred. I also
needed to look at the candle pattern where it occurs in relationship to
support and resistance levels and pivot points.

The other thing that I developed was the use of round numbers and thay
are price levels that end in 50 or 00. You can go and have a look at any
chart, on any timeframe on any currency pair and have a look at it and you
will see and be amazed about the number of times that the price will
bounce at a 00 or 50. When you think about it’s the psychology behind
taking the trades, human emotion people like to use those round numbers
because there are numbers that are easy to place.
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Have a look at let’s say the EUR/USD and it will bounce at 1.3200 or
1.3250 or 1.3300 and it happens all the time on any currency pair. So when
I developed the understanding of round numbers it was yet another
horizontal form and support resistance to aid my trading. What I didn’t want
to do was buy the EUR/USD at 1.3295. It just doesn’t make sense because
you’re buying into that huge psychological number which is the 1.3300
level. It makes no sense at all to do that.

However if the currency of the EUR/USD had progressed and pushed
through and closed to let’s say 1.3310 what it now meant was I was in a
better position to take the trade knowing that the pair had already pushed
through and closed above that psychological strong barrier of 1.3300. It
also came into my advantage of using those levels when looking for profit
targets and stop losses. You wouldn’t want to place a profit target at
1.3405. It just wouldn’t make sense because the price make up to 1.3395
and bounce there and then retrace. So by placing my profit target before
the round number if I’m buying, such as at 1.3395, I have a higher
probability of exiting my trade for profit without worrying about the price
having to breakthrough at 1.3400 and bounce there and potentially retrace
and stop me out.

Likewise if I’m placing a stop loss on a buy trade I want to put my stop loss
below a round number. So for instance if I was buying at 1.3310, I might to
place my stop loss at 1.3290 or 1.3245 so that it’s placed down below the
round numbers because the price could come back down to 1.3250 and
bounce there. So by having my stop loss below that 50 at 1.3245 it actually
means I have another barrier, a support barrier in the way of my stop loss.

So you can see how those levels, those round numbers can be really
beneficial to your trading. So by putting all of this information together I also
realised that there are two different ways of trading that suited me. I was
trading what I called the reversal pattern or I was trading what I called a
continuation pattern.
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Both of them used price action, support and resistance levels, round
numbers and everything else that I was looking for within my trading but it
was just an understanding of what part of the chart the trade is in the or the
pair is in right now.

A reversal trade looks more dramatic on your charts and for instance if you
have a very large uptrend and then a reversal pattern you would then be
looking for a sell position at the top of an uptrend. It looked really very good
on a chart and it does make some fantastic trades but it can be a little bit
more unreliable because you’re trading against the previous trend.

When you use candle patterns you also look for things like exhaustions so
that could be pin bars, or dojis or hanging man patterns which give you a
clue that the uptrend coming to an end first and then we’re looking for the
reversal pattern. When you see these on your charts you’re also ideally
looking for that exhaustion and reversal to happen at a strong barrier level,
a psychological resistance level so it’s not just the candle pattern just
showing on the charts. It’s now candle patterns showing on the charts for a
reason. There may be a previous bounce at that level sometime in the past,
it may be a very strong 00 number, it may be the pivot point. Whatever it is
by having some form of reason for the reversal it adds to the probability of
your trade working.

The other form of price action that I really enjoyed trading is trading more
with the longer term trend but let’s say we still had the same uptrend, we
then have a pull back and after that pull back we’re looking for that pull
back to end and stall and then for overall uptrend to continue. I call that a
continuation pattern. So there are various things that I’m looking for my
charts to backup the two patterns but what we’re doing by adding these
psychological bounce levels is adding probability to the pattern. Now when
I was trading with the money management system that I described and I
was getting away from pips it meant that I was happier with my trading, I
was calmer with my trading, I was spending a lot less time trading on the
charts but I was making a lot more money.
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Ultimately that’s what you want for your trading. You probably don’t want
trading be tying up your life in terms of being forced to watch charts all day
and night and of course you want to make money from it. So by having
controlled risk, by working to the longer term timeframe charts such as the
daily charts I was developing a method that work for me.

The other timeframes that I really did enjoy trading apart from the daily
charts was down to probably the one hour charts which to this day I still
enjoyed trading. It means that I know I can go to my charts once every hour
and for me generally is in the European session. I don’t trade the US
session because for me it’s in the middle of the night but depending on
where you live in the world you can trade the Asian session, the Euro
session or the US session or whichever combinations suit you if you want
to trade the shorter timeframe charts.

As I’m looking at candle patterns I know that I can only take a new trade on
the completion of each new candle. So if I’m trading on the one hour charts
I know that once the clock has ticked over at the top pf the hour I can go to
my charts and look at candle patterns and potentially take a new trade.

Once I’ve taken that trade or pass on any trades I know I have a full one
hour until there are any new potential trades and again when it comes to
developing a system that suits you, knowing when to trade and having that
control around when you’re trading to me is very important. You see there
are so many systems out there that will trade when A crosses B, when B
crosses C and of course that could happen anytime of the day or night and
to me that was a big disadvantage. Trading candle patterns is a big positive
and a big advantage because I could only trade once the candle pattern or
the candle itself had completed. So it meant that I could set my trading
around everything else that I was doing.

When it came to four hour charts trading today that was also one of my
very favorite timeframes to trade because it means that I have four hours
after taking or looking at the charts or taking a trade before any potential
new trade.
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However back a number of years ago when I started looking at four hour
charts I realised that four hour charts look different on different brokers and
initially to me it was something to stay away from because if I was looking
let’s say for instance on Go Markets platform, their four hour chart might be
showing what looked like a bullish pattern. If I went let’s say to my FXCM
charts they would completely different. If I went to another broker such as
the Dukascopy, Alpari, Pepperstone or Axitrader they might look
completely different again.

The reason for this is that there are certain brokers start and end their day
at different times and I got to realise that it’s very important when you’re
trading the four hour charts and also the daily charts to choose a broker
who starts their day both the new week and the new day at 5pm Eastern
Standard Time/New York Time each day.

When you trade that day you’ll realise that the daily chart is from 5 o’clock
pm New York Time to 4:59pm which is coinciding with the New York Time
close of day time with the other markets in New York such as the Stock
Exchange which also closes at 5pm. So when it comes to four hour charts
you really notice that if you have different brokers with different start of day
times.

My advice is to choose a broker who starts their day at 5pm Eastern
Standard Time throughout the entire year. If you do that you’ll find that your
pivot points, your support and resistance levels, the look of your candle
patterns will be uniform with what I called the correct charts. It’s something
that a lot of brokers still don’t understand and still don’t offer their clients so
just a really important tip there for you if you want to trade the four hour
charts and the daily charts. In fact probably any timeframe charts at all so
choose your broker that has a 5pm Eastern Standard Time start of day and
start of week. So that’s a really understanding of why you need to develop
your own method that suits you.
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Chapter 9

“A Signal Provider”

The next stage of my journey took me to becoming a Forex signal provider.
You see by this stage my trading had developed to a very successful level
and after many years of trial and error and having been through everything
that I’ve talked about, such as the forums, the eBooks, the robots, the
“everything”.

I had finally discovered a strategy that worked well for me. It was
something that I could implement very consistently and it was producing
some extremely good result and I was finding that my trading accounts
were growing very nicely.

It was around the same time that I also discovered there were what they
call signal providers and this was in the very early days of signal providers
around about 2006 and through various forums I discovered the name of
the new startup company called FX-Auto. They were based out of Israel.
Now I had several conversations with FX-Auto and it ended up leading to
me joining them as a signal provider. I was actually the fifth signal provider
to join the company. Today it’s a huge company and they essentially
changed its name but back then I was one of the very early signal providers
to join their company.

My trades were mirror imaged or copied through an auto signal to the
software at FX-Auto and then people would pay a monthly subscription fee
to join. Everything was going really well and by the end of the first
completed year I was actually the highest performing signal provider that
FX-Auto had. They were also developing really well as a company and
what happened is that they ended up taking on too many signal providers
who were unproven. In my opinion it ended up spoiling the product that
they had.
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The other thing that happened is that they only measured at the time the
success of a system or a strategy in terms of the number of pips and while I
had topped that list after my first completed year and I had a good number
of subscribers, the problem was all the other companies who they were
letting on board were having systems that didn’t have very strong money
management and they didn’t have the draw downs of their strategy
measured.

The problem was there were systems joining FX-Auto who ran no stop
losses, some ran trades on multiple pairs at the same time, others opened
multiple positions at the same time and what this did was is it actually
racked up their number of pips quite considerably. Like I mentioned the
problem was nothing was measured in terms of draw down or risk to
reward or percentage gain at the time and so my own personal strategy got
swamp by this huge flood and this huge increase in other signal providers
all trying to get a slice of the subscription pie. At that time FX-Auto were
one of only 2 or 3 companies who offered trading signals like this to
subscribers.

The other problem I found with signal providers (or rather the clients of the
signal providers) is that they become very fickle. They’re not really what I
will call a longer term investor or the majority of them are not longer term
investors. They tend to be people who pay a monthly subscription and want
to see an instant result and that’s fine in some ways but with any good
investment - and Forex needs to be seen as a business and an investment,
you’ve got to take the rough with the smooth. Not every day or every week
or every month is going to be profitable. However when people are paying
a monthly subscription the problem that I found is if I had a profitable week,
the following week I will get a huge increase and the number of subscribers
if I was charging per week. If I then went to charge per month the same
thing would happen, after a profitable month I will get a huge number of
new subscribers. If at the end of the month I had a losing month or a poorer
month than many of the other signal providers then I would see a huge
number of people not re-subscribe.
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To me it became more of an issue about trying to see how many pips I
could get constantly rather than the investment and the strategy side of it.
So over time I found that I became pushed forward and further than the
rankings on FX-Auto and it almost got to a point where I just wasn’t getting
any new subscribers.

So what I decided to do then was to go alone. I realised that an auto trade
company at that time was not right for me because I was just basing my
trades on once a day on the daily charts only and that was it, almost like a
set and forget strategy.

So I developed my own website called “Trade Forex Signals” and it was the
first time that I’d ever developed a website and it got me understanding the
whole world of websites which at that time were rapidly growing in
numbers. My site was a bit of a do it yourself site, it wasn’t overly
professional but the great thing is I did have a number of the FX-Auto
subscribers come across and continue with me privately.

The beauty of the system that I offer people was it was only based on a few
currency pairs, it was only based on New York end of day charts and so I
sent out signals by email and it was for example GBP/USD; buy here, stop
loss here, take profit here and the trade signals were all set as limit orders
so either buy limits or buy stops, so it meant that no trades were placed at
the market. This meant that so many people from around the world could
subscribe to my signals and they didn’t have to be at their computer at the
exact time I sent the emails in order to take the trades live as a market
order.

When you are subscribing to signals, that’s a really important thing to
consider because there are so many companies out there who say they will
send you a signal via your email or mobile phone via a text message. The
problem is that those signals could occur any time of the day or night, such
as at 11:05am or 11:17pm or whatever the time might be.
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The beauty of the way that I traded was my clients knew that as soon as
the 5pm New York time had completed and a new daily chart that started,
they were within half an hour going to receive an email from me and you
didn’t have to be there right at that time. On most days the trades signals
that I sent took many hours to actually fill, so this helped to offer the
subscription to so many more people in all parts of the world. It didn’t
matter whether you were a full time trader or just someone who wanted to
trade just once a day.

Sending the signals worked really well for me and what it allowed me to do
on a personal front was to invest the income from the subscription back into
my own trading account. It was a really good way of building my trading
account, not only was the account making profits through my own trading
but the income that I was receiving from the subscriptions was then
reinvested back into the trading account which allowed it to compound
even quicker. This was an amazing way of not only helping my clients
because the trades I was send them were very profitable but it also helped
grow my own personal account.

Little did I know at the time when I was in the middle of sending
subscriptions and signals to people that this were about to completely
change. I’ll tell you more about that in the next chapter.
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Chapter 10

“Can You Show Me How To Do That?”

I called Chapter 10, “Can You Teach Me How To Do That?” because that’s
the conversation that I had. For a long period of time I had subscribers who
were paying a monthly subscription. I was making really good money
through offering this service, plus I was making good returns via my own
trading. My subscribers were also make good money through my trading
signals and everything was going along really well. I had no intentions of
changing things, clients were coming aboard all the time and everybody
was happy.

At the time the auto trade companies were taking on more and more signal
providers and I was finding through the grapevine that a lot of people were
becoming unhappy with the way that their auto trading was progressing
because of large draw downs and no stop losses being placed on their
trades with the majority of the signal providers simply chasing pips by
taking multiple trades. Whereas my clients were happy because they were
receiving an email once a day, they could place the trade on at the given
level, they could then place the stop loss and profit target, turn off their
computer and walk away.

Everything was great and working well, people were happy but then out of
the blue one day I received an email from one of my subscribers and he
said to me, “Hey Andrew, I’m loving what I’m receiving each day from you,
I’m making some really good returns. In fact I’m liking what you offer that
much, can you come and teach me how to trade?” This wasn’t really
something that I ever thought about before and the email really just almost
blew me away. I thought to myself, “Wow there is someone here who is
liking so much what I ‘m helping them with, in terms of providing them with
a passive income here through trading that they actually want me to come
and teach them how to trade the way that I trade”.
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I had many email conversations which lead on to phone conversations with
this client who lives in Noosa in Australia. It got to stage where I agreed,
yes I will teach you to trade the way that I trade but you need to bear in
mind that if you pay me to come and teach you, you’re the first person that I
have ever taught. So we went through that process and both sides agreed.

We agreed a time and the date for me to fly over to Noosa in Australia and
over the next few weeks I rapidly put together a course, almost like an
instruction manual starting from absolute basics through to every single
step in a logical order of the whole trading approach and strategy.

I started with the money management aspect and the understanding of that
subject. We then went through the course understanding the Meta Trader
(MT4) platform, in terms of loading software and then right through the
absolute basic of candle patterns, support and resistance levels, pivot
points, round numbers, divergence and everything else that I teach in my
course.

Everything has to be made up in a logical order as if I was teaching
someone from absolute basics through to the entire strategy. I had a few
copies of the course printed and bound in a folder and a few weeks later I
was on a plane to Noosa in Australia. I went over there and I spent four
days with this guy and his family. They were a fantastic family who looked
after me really well.

We spent two whole days actually going through the strategy and we also
spent some time on the third day to finalise everything. We deliberately
worked quite slowly, we took our time and did a lot of refreshing each
section of the course and we spent a lot of time trading in real time looking
at the charts. It was just a really good experience for both of us. For me it
was opening up a possibility of teaching people and helping people. At the
same time I could still place my trades on the daily charts once a day so I
wasn’t losing out by not being able to trade. I was still able to trade while I
was there in Australia teaching. For the client, it meant he was taught
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privately one on one, he had my course strategy, he had software that I
provided him with and he was very happy.

He didn’t need to be paying me monthly subscriptions any longer. He was
able to stand on his own two feet and take everything that I taught him and
trade. To this day he is still trading which is very pleasing from both sides of
the fence. From my point of view, here is someone now over five years
later who is still trading my strategy and from his point of view, he paid me
to flyover from New Zealand to Australia to teach him and he is still trading
Forex, which is definitely a massive win:win all round there.

The experience got me thinking, I flew back home to New Zealand, I
carried on with my trading and I carried on providing a signal service to my
subscribers. Not long after, I send an email out to the list of subscribers and
said what I’d just put together - a trading course and I explained that I’d
flown to Australia and I taught a person privately and he was very happy
with everything that I taught him. I asked in the email if there was anyone
else out there that would like me to come and teach him privately. This lead
to some emails coming back and through a series of more emails and
correspondece, I ended up taking up a three week trip from Auckland in
New Zealand through to Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia, then I flew across to
Colombo in Sri Lanka and spent around four days there. Then I flew from
Sri Lanka up to London and from London I flew to Spain, Spain to France,
France back to London again and then flew home via Hong Kong. I taught
clients in Malaysia, in Sri Lanka, then Spain, France and England and flew
home after three weeks away.

It was a very enjoyable trip but as you can imagine it was quite an
exhausting trip but over those three weeks there were five clients who I
taught privately. Four of those five clients are today still actively trading.

It’s just so pleasing to know that five years later still four out of the five of
those people are still trading and out of my first six clients, five out of the six
are still trading to this day and still trading using my strategy. It is really
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pleasing to know that my teaching and help has made such a difference to
their trading.

So that was how I started “The Forex Trading Coach”. As you can tell it
started completely by accident as a result of the gentleman in Noosa
saying, “Hey Andrew can you come and teach me how to trade rather than
me just buying a subscription”

When you think about it, those people who really do want to trade, they
want to trade by themselves and they want to be independent traders.
People don’t want to rely on someone else’s signals all of the time (or most
people don’t want to) if you develop passion for trading. It’s just very easy
to copy a piece of software that says buy here, or sell there or to install a
robot or copy someone’s signals or let your account auto trade.

That’s all well and good if it works of course and it is all well and good if you
don’t really have an interest in Forex. However, what I have found over the
years is most people actually have a genuine passion and a desire to want
to better themselves and to learn a skill for themselves.

The problem that I always have with robots and signals is what happens if
either the strategy stops working or the person doesn’t provide the strategy
any longer, or the subscription fee goes from a hundred dollars a month to
a thousand dollars a month and you can’t justify buying it. Whatever the
reason is, all those systems that you rely on someone else didn’t quite
have the appeal to me whereas I’ve found over the last five years with my
clients through The Forex Trading Coach is that the vast majority of people
want to learn to trade for themselves. Although after I returned from the
three week trip I did carry on providing trades to my subscribers through
the signal service, the whole ball started rolling in terms of developing The
Forex Trading Coach as a proper company and developing that into a
company that could help people who genuinely wanted to learn to trade
Forex for themselves.
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Chapter 11

“The Forex Trading Coach Is Born”

The Forex Trading Coach company was officially launched in May 2009
and I decided to go ahead and establish the company and the website as a
result of the tremendous response and feedback that I was getting from the
first few initial people who I taught. It was really pleasing to get that kind of
positive response because I realised that I actually really had a great
passion for teaching Forex. You see it’s a question I get asked quiet a lot
and it’s a fully reasonable question. People say to me, “Hey Andrew if
you’re so good at trading Forex for yourself, why on earth do you need to
either, one waste your time teaching people or two, why are you giving
away your secrets. Why you do that?” I believe in helping people. I believe
in also helping people who want to help themselves. I also believe in
thinking outside of the box, thinking outside the square.

When you think about the Forex market, it is a slightly different investment
to what most people would consider an investment. As a career, Forex
trading is quite different to what most people would consider to be a
standard career. For me coming from a very practical, agricultural land
based background to now suddenly finding myself making my entire
income online through trading it was a complete change around and a
complete change circumstances and a change of mindset more than
anything because so many people get stuck into their day to day routines
and once you become a dentist or a doctor or a mechanic or a plumber or
whatever it might be that you do, that tends to be what you remain as.

What I found over time is that as I started teaching more and more people I
was meeting more and more like-minded people. More and more people
who are prepared to give something different to go; people who are
prepared to try something against the normal run of play; people who are
okay having their friends thinking a bit strange from trying this “Forex
gambling type of thing online”.
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This attitude came from not so much ignorance but a lack of understanding
on behalf of their friends; so I was finding that I was meeting more and
more like-minded people, entrepreneurial type of people, people who
wanted to make a difference in their lives and in the lives of their family and
friends and love ones because Forex really does offer you that opportunity
but of course like anything it takes hard work and dedication.

So I was finding that the more I was teaching the more I was getting in
terms of the enjoyment, the more I was getting in terms of the feedback
from people with the positive responses - the more I was also learning
myself. You see to teach anything you have to be extremely knowledgeable
and good at it and to teach something you end up finding that you get
taught more and more yourself because you are constantly teaching that
method or that strategy or whatever it is that you teach. You’re constantly
teaching that to someone new.

So when I was starting in my early days as The Forex Trading Coach, I
was teaching people from absolute beginners, people who really had very
little computer knowledge whatsoever. In fact there was one person who
really didn’t know what the on button was right through to people who had
been trading not just Forex but other markets for a number of years. The
variety of people was amazing but I did find that overtime there wasn’t
really a correlation between brand new traders and experienced traders in
terms of who ended up making the most or being the most successful.

I believe that to be a good Forex trader you need to have the right mindset,
you need to have an enjoyment of trading, the passion for trading. You've
really got to want to make it work. You’ve got to be sensible as well and
treat it like a business which I’ll talk about later.

I’ll also talk about the 80/20 rule later as well because it really does apply to
trading as well in terms that for me as a coach I was finding that around
80% of my clients overall were very successful and probably 20% were
achieving break-even to not making money or even giving up over time.
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That is to be expected as not everybody is perfectly suited for trading and
again I’ll talk about that later on during another chapter.

Back to the trading and The Forex Trading Coach. I believe in helping
people, I was finding that it was helping not only them but it was helping my
own trading and so developing the company to me seem the natural thing
to do. You see, out there, there are all sorts of Forex Coaching companies,
educators, etc., whether they be physically teaching on stage or online or
via webinars whatever it might be. Now they all have their good and bad
points and I’m not here to knock any of them. I have my own personal
opinions about some of them and I will keep those to myself. However, as I
taught more and more people I got to hear few horror stories along the way
from some very well-known companies, stories from people who had paid a
lot of money to go on the courses run by some extreme well-known
companies. The common story all the way through was they didn’t work
and people were still not making money, or they were tied to huge
subscriptions ongoing just to get the information they needed.

Some people took a course for weekend and then all of a sudden they
needed like the “Advance Course” six months later so they had to then go
and spend yet more money to do the “let’s tell you our advance trader’s
secrets” course!

I was really determined that with my course I wasn’t going to have that kind
of approach. It was also really important for me to, as my main priority, to
remain a Forex trader. I didn’t want to be known as someone who was out
there teaching because I couldn’t trade. It’s not the case; it never has been
the case and never will be the case. I always will and want to remain as a
Forex trader and a profitable Forex trader – number one, because I believe
that it’s really important to keep that. I don’t want to be out there as an
educator but a failed trader because that really does nobody any favors
and so trading and being successful at trading and keeping up to date with
all the new technology within trading and looking at improving strategies
within my trading, that has always and will always remain my number one
priority.
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Passing that information on to people who chose to be clients is a very
close second but being a profitable trader myself first and foremost needs
to always be my priority. So I believe that passing on that information, my
knowledge, my experience and my strategies to my client has been really
important as I pass all of that information on. I don’t want to hide the last
10% that makes the big difference. I’m not interested in that. So I made the
decision from day one that if people will going to trust in me with their time,
with their money, to trust in me to deliver the goods for them, then I needed
to deliver the absolute best service, the best strategy, the best product, the
best follow up care that I possibly could and do everything that I could to
ensure that they in turn became a profitable Forex trader.

However my clients still need to put time and effort into learning the
principles themselves. I wasn’t there to hold hands as in do absolute
everything for them on an ongoing basis. I need to help people along the
way, hold their hands yes but ultimately my aim as a Forex coach was over
time for the client to develop into being a trader by themselves; being their
own trader independent of me. Yes I’m still there for help, support, ongoing
help, backup, webinars or whatever it might be that they need from me -
but over time I believe that as a client of The Forex Trading Coach you
need to be able to stand on your own two feet, be independent, learn to
take trades by yourself and make your own trading decisions.

If people change the strategy slightly to suit themselves, that’s fine. I don’t
like it when people change it too much because then you end up adding too
many extras to it and really, why re-invent the wheel again when it’s
already been created and is working well. Naturally some people will
always tinker with things and add a few little improvements if they see them
as improvements, that’s absolutely fine.

So my job once somebody decided to come on board, was to give them
everything I could to ensure that they were profitable. For some people that
took a short amount of time for others that took a lot longer and that’s just
human nature not everybody learns or develops at the same speed.
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Some people even have stopped trading for few months and have gone
back and looked at other strategies and other courses and then come back
to me in the end and said, “Look Andrew I now realise that your strategy
was the best for me but because I didn’t understand it initially or didn’t quite
get it initially I ended up going off on another tangent and then came back
to you and realised that I should have stayed with and your strategy all
along. Again that’s just human nature; people will do that from time to time.

For me as someone who had been on many other courses; I’ve been on
property courses, other business courses, entrepreneurial type of courses,
I didn’t want to get to a stage where my clients had a product from me,
whether I taught them in person or whether they had the video or webinar
tuition that followed later, I didn’t want to them to have that and then have
no follow up.

When I went on other courses for property and business etc., I found that a
lot of them, you get all the razzmatazz and you’re all pumped and you
come home with big folders, and DVD’s and CD’s and all the information
that you’ve learned and over time you get back into the normal routine of
daily life and all the information that you had learned, you basically don’t
use. Now whether that was my fault or whether that was the fault of the
courses that I went on, probably a bit of both?

So I was determined to give my clients not only a good product in terms of
the strategy upfront but also ongoing help. So I developed a membership
site that people could log into every single day and look at my market
analysis, trade suggestions that I was taking and help for them so they
could end up training their eye on a daily basis, to look for the same trade
setups that I was looking at.

It was also really important for me not to make that a another signal service
or a money making service for people just to become reliant on but I
needed that to help train their eye so every day they could look at their
charts, see what I was taking myself based on the reasons for the entry,
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the stop losses, the profit targets and then they could go to the charts and
then see those same trade setups for themselves.

So what that was doing was teaching the client the art of reading the chart
and it is something they could do on an ongoing basis because they have
my analysis every day to look at. The other thing that I also added for
clients at that time was to hold live trading room webinars. It's all well and
good teaching someone in front of them for a day and then they’re on their
own. That’s okay but that’s not perfect. I believe that the best way of
learning how to trade is of course to watch someone trading in real time.
You can’t always do that in front of the person when you're there teaching
them because you can’t take trades and give all of the reasons for taking a
trade when you’re only half way through the course. So having the live
trading room webinars meant that I could trade on a live account, people
could watch me trade on my charts and see me actually taking the trades.
Whether they ended up being good or bad trades is not really quite so
much the point. It means that they could watch me taking trades and listen
to my analysis of the market and my interpretation of the market, what was
happening right now on the charts, hear me talking out loud to them,
watching me move my computer mouse around my charts taking the trade
and seeing how the trade develops. So the live trading room webinars
really were a majorly important part of why I believe so many of my clients
become successful, because they could oversee follow along and take the
trades that they wish to or they could just watch and see the trade setups
and listen to why I’m taking trades or why I’m not taking trades.

It’s also important to understand why not to take a trade. There may be a
reasonably good setup occur on the charts but at the same time there
could be a reason why not to take the trade and as a beginning trader you
may miss that reason. If you were to take that trade by yourself it would
more likely a losing trade. So by listening to me taking a trade and saying
“yes I really like this setup because of ABC but just be aware I’m not taking
the trade because of XYZ”. So I can see some reasons to take the trade
but also I could see some warning sign to say don’t take the trade.
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Therefore, I’m letting that trade pass; I’m not taking it and so you can learn
just as much information about taking successful trades by watching
someone analyse the market and then decide not to take the trade. You
can learn as much that way as you can by someone just taking trades and
placing them into the market.

My main aim as The Forex Trading Coach was to develop a strategy for my
clients but also an ongoing help for my clients that made my course stand
out above all the others that I could find out there because my main aim if I
was to spend the time doing this, if I was taking money off people for this, if
I was expecting them to give up time for this, was to give them everything
that they needed to be a profitable Forex trader.
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Chapter 12

“Can You Help Our Clients?”

Forex Brokers are interesting bunch aren’t they? To most people they are probably the
enemy but really they should be your friend and most people think of them as the
enemy because most people blame their losing trades on their Forex Broker. If you
have a bad broker, well yes you have a bad broker but there are so many out there now
to chose from that you really should get yourself a reasonably good broker.

Most people end up blaming the broker for their losing trades because they think that
the broker has widen the spreads, they’ve hunted the stop loss out, they’ve traded
against them or whatever it might be but you’ll probably find that with most brokers
today they are a reasonable bunch. Yes they’re in business to make money like
everybody is but really you should be thinking of your broker if you’ve done your due
diligence and you trust your broker enough to place your money with, you should really
be thinking of your broker as your friend and not your enemy.

I ended up a number of years ago when The Forex Trading Coach started working with
the broker called Latitude FX in Auckland. Now I had an account with them for a short
while and they offered the MT4 (Meta Trader 4) Platform and they were based here in
New Zealand which at that time had I suppose a bit of a safe feel about it but what I
really like about them is I got to meet some of their staff at a few trade shows. The great
thing with Latitude was some of their staff were also owners of the company and I got
to meet them and develop a relationship with them and I realised there was something
that slightly different with the broker at that time and it was something that are really
liked. One, they seemed to care about their clients. Now a lot of people can just say,
“Look we really care about our clients or we really give good service, or we really offer
tight spreads.”
You see that all over the place from brokers telling you “How they really care.”
I had a feeling by meeting the owners of this company that they really did genuinely
care about their clients.

As an example I ended up meeting up my software programmer through the broker and
they realised that I was setting up The Forex Trading Coach and was trading well
myself they realised that there was a programmer who lived close by me and Latitude
ended up putting the two of us in touch. Now the programmer ended up being my
programmer for all the software through The Forex Trading Coach and continues to be
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my programmer through to today. He is a fantastic guy and over the years I developed a
fantastic relationship with my programmer.

I found it was really pleasing and important for me to find someone who understood
Forex number one but also the MT4 Platform. There are a lot of people who think they
are programmers and there are a lot of people who think they understand Forex. Very
few understand both and that’s what my programmer does. He’s an incredibly
intellectual person, just an absolute amazing mind who understands Forex probably like
almost no one else that I know. He understands Meta Trader 4 and programming like no
one else I know. So we have developed a great relationship over the years and we had,
especially in the early days we had in person chats where he would come to my office
or I would go to his house and we had huge amounts of lengthy phone calls, email
correspondents and we were just bouncing ideas off each other and I think if you can
find someone like that within your trading life it’s really important. It could be your
husband or your wife or a family member or you’re a friend and I think that developing
that relationship with someone just to talk about Forex it’s really important and it is quite
under estimated.

It’s one thing that I find with The Forex Trading Coach as a company now I’ve
developed such a big group of traders, like-minded people and Forex enthusiasts that it
just makes a really great buzz when we had our live webinars because we’ve got
people online from all over the world, different parts; different times of the day and night
all there wanting to learn at the same time and it’s created a really good community. So
whether you have hundreds of people as that Forex community or whether you just
have one or two people, it is quiet important to have that relationship with some who
understands what you’re doing because otherwise I think Forex can be quiet a lonely
business. For most people you are probably set at home on a computer and you’re
watching charts bounce up and down and this average cross over that average and you
spend a better time on forums. I think it can be quiet dangerous in that it becomes quite
a lonely business. By having someone to bounce ideas off and to talk to can be a really
good thing for your trading.

So back to the broker Latitude FX. I had my account with them for a while and they had
introduced me to the programmer and they saw the results that I was achieving on my
own private accounts with them. Over time they got to find out little bit more about
myself and my dreams and beliefs as a trader and a coach by helping other people
through The Forex Trading Coach. Our relationship developed over some time with me
travelling to Auckland to have meetings with their management team and their staff in
general. We developed the relationship and I ended up realising that yes I did want to
do some work with them. They offered my services to help their clients and they wanted
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me to work with them but I also needed to make sure that this was the right thing for me
to do and The Forex Trading Coach as a company to do.

After building up a relationship with Latitude FX, I did genuinely believe that they had a
really genuine interest and concern for their client’s well being and profitability. The
problem with a lot of brokers is all they want is new clients. To this day I get inundated
on a daily basis by emails from brokers all around the world, some days maybe one or
two some days five or more emails per day from brokers wanting me to become an IB,
an Introducing Broker for them. What that means is they want to use my name and
reputation to help build their database and to bring clients to them. Now to all of them I
say “No”. To every single one I say no unless I’ve had or do have an account and trade
actively with that broker first. To this day I’ve only recommended four brokers ever and
all four those I have had live accounts with through them and I still do – apart from with
Latitude as they no longer in business. However, back then Latitude were definitely a
company who I shared a moral ground with in that we had the same beliefs in wanting
to trade and wanting to help our clients genuinely.

So this developed into Latitude asking, “Hey Andrew would you be interested in coming
to teach some of our clients how to trade profitably?” What I liked about that is that they
weren’t interested in me sending out emails and having banners trying to get new
clients on board for their broker, earning them what I call “Clicky Click fees” which really
is just them making money every time a client takes a new trade. They weren’t
interested in that. What they wanted me to do was to come and help teach their existing
clients and that was quite an important difference there which is why I ended up
agreeing to work with them. They wanted their existing clients to do well. The important
thing there is they showed to me cared about their clients.

They had clients who would come on board with a live account but very few of them
were actually making money. Most clients had what you would call almost a gambling
mentality. So I ended up travelling up to Auckland and holding a few night time
presentations in their offices to some of their selected clients. Initially they select the
clients for me to talk to. We would have small groups of somewhere between about 20
and 40 people in the room and this was over a number of nights, spread over a number
of weeks and then months. I also hired a room in the convention center of the Sky City
in Auckland which is the main convention center in Auckland and we hired some rooms
there and we other Latitude clients and the general public come in and listen to me talk
and present about how I traded, along with giving them some helpful information and
afterward if they were interested, I was offering them a weekend course.
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The presentations were not just about selling people a course. It was about helping
them if they wanted to join; if they wanted to come and listen to the information, gain
some tips and valuable information and then go home and carrying a trading, I had no
issues with that at all. However a number of these people did express an interest in
learning how to trade the way that I trade and becoming the client of The Forex Trading
Coach.

Initially all of these clients were taught over a weekend and in person in very small
groups, somewhere between about three and six people at a time. It was important to
keep the groups small because there were people from different technical backgrounds,
different computer literacy backgrounds, people from different trading experience
backgrounds, so I keep the groups very small deliberately and I ended up teaching the
course in person to them over the course to the weekend and this worked extremely
well and clients were finding that they were heading back home and then finding
themselves almost with a new approach to their trading.

In some ways Latitude as a company ended up making less money from some of those
clients because they weren’t taking those big high risk, almost gambling approach
trades and they were now not over trading as many of them had done before. So as a
brokerage, Latitude probably found that they were making less money from the people
who I taught because the people who I taught now had a businesslike approach to their
trading. They were taking more controlled trades along with making better decisions and
having a better approach to their trading which make them actually trading less but
again this was showing to me that Latitude did care about their clients because they
continued to ask me to help their clients because what they’ve found out that if you help
a client who has let’s say a $5,000 account, over time if that client is profitable, not only
are they making money which is increasing their account size, they are also more likely
to then go and add more money to that account. So all those suddenly they maybe
trading a ten thousand or a twenty thousand or a thirty thousand dollar account or
whatever it might be, which meant that longer term Latitude were making more because
the position size taken by the client was actually bigger. It also meant of course that if
you’re successful you can keep trading. It also means that if you’re successful you’re
going to then talk about your trading to other people.

So from the broker’s point of view they were more than happy because they were
having very happy, successful clients who were taking over time, bigger and bigger
positions which meant more money for the broker. This is fine as they were in business
to make money and they had a genuine interest there; they helped their clients and as a
result they ended up making more money themselves.
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From the client’s point of view they were probably struggling, many of them were
gambling, they invested some money with myself and they ended up making more
money because they had controlled emotions, they had a trading strategy and they
were enjoying their trading.

From my point of view I was growing The Forex Trading Coach as a business. I was
getting introduced to more and more people. I was now working with a reputable
company like Latitude and it just meant that the business is growing.

I was enjoying my trading; I was loving the opportunity to meet fellow traders people, I
was absolutely thrilled with results that people were achieving and so all three were very
happy with the arrangement. Now this carried on for a quite a while until eventually it
ended because Latitude sold out to a Macquarie Bank and the management staff whom
I had such a great relationship with ended up moving on and I then ended up moving to
different broker for my own personal trading and also The Forex Trading Coach then
developed from being a private, small group teaching situation and private one on one
clients to opening up to expand so that clients from other parts of the world could take
advantage of the course.
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Chapter 13

“Webinar Tuition & The Video Course”

As with any other project or any other business things change and things develop over
time. I was finding that with one-on-one private tuition, it was working extremely well. I
was flying to see people, I was teaching them in their home or in their office and they
are really pleased with the results. The downside for myself was that there was a lot of
travelling and when I was travelling it meant that I was limited with my own personal
trading which for me started to become a distraction. I was really conscious of the fact
that I didn’t want to be known as a teacher who cannot trade. In many businesses let’s
say golf for example you get so many people who are just fantastic coaches, brilliant
teachers but they can’t play golf, certainly not as well as the people they’re teaching and
that’s fine in that business but in the Forex Trading business there are so many people
out there who really cannot trade.

I was conscious of not taking away too much from my own personal trading at the
expense of flying or driving to teach people how to trade for themselves. So there was a
real balance that I had to find between trading on my personal account which created
my trading income and The Forex Trading Coach business and so juggling the two was
a priority for me. But coaching wise people are finding that the actual tuition was a really
good and with me being there in front of them, to be able to help them along and show
them what to do was hugely beneficial.

Looking back at this, I suppose to slight negative was that the whole course was
accomplished in one day and there’s a lot of information to get through depending on
how advanced the person was with their Forex background and knowledge. For some
people it meant a massive amount of information to take in on one day and so really
with natural progression that led on to the next stage of delivering the course which,
was for me to deliver the course via webinars. Now of course when I opened up the
option to webinars it meant for me less travelling and for the client it meant less
expense because they weren’t in effect paying for me to travel to teach them. It also
meant that we could arrange for the webinar sessions to be held at times that suited the
both of us, which of course has many advantages.

So what I ended up doing is this. Let’s say for example that a webinar or a tuition
session to understand the course would last privately around eight hours in total. By
having the sessions on the webinars it meant that generally we were covering around
four hours per day and the webinar training would last two days.
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Now for some people that meant back to back, two days in a row. For some people it
meant a few days; for some it mean even a week in between. The great thing about the
webinars is it meant that we could connect up with two reasonably good Internet
connections and the client was being taught in the comfort of their own home or office. I
was teaching from my office at home and the training sessions were at times that suited
us both. It took away the extra time factor and the tiredness factor for myself associated
with travel and of course without that expense the actual webinar tuition was a far
cheaper options for the client. It was kind of in person, I wasn’t physically there but it
was one on one private webinar tuition.

The other real advantage for the client was it meant I could record the session and then
send them the recording and so even out there was up to 8 hours of video recording, it
meant the client could skip through parts of the recording if necessary and go through to
the section that they may be needed to refresh. From my point of view it meant also that
if the client had some technical issues I could through the webinar software that I use
take control of their computer and their mouse and I could go in and install software or
draw things on their screen if needed to enhance their learning and to shortcut the
whole process. Most of the time however, it was the client watching my charts.

Another benefit of webinar tuition is it meant we could take trades live in real time in the
sessions. So for instance if they the client was into their second session, hours 5-8, it
meant that by then they had a reasonably good understanding of what we were looking
for in terms of trade setups and the whole strategy. So it meant that I could go through
and say, “Look we’re just going to take a break from learning right now in terms of the
theory. I’m going to go and check out some charts right now and see what’s happening
on the charts” Most times we would go through and I will go and “Hey look we are on
the one hour charts on the EUR/USD, look it’s a really good opportunity to take a
position here”. I would be taking trades in front of the clients and it was a thrill for the
both of us because I was teaching them and at the same time being able to take a
trade. Now of course hopefully that trade worked out but from the client’s point of view it
added confidence, in that not only I am teaching them the logic and the theory behind
the strategy, I’m actually taking a trade right now in front of the client and we were
watching the trade progress so it becomes a really good bonus in terms of the benefits
of being taught live one on one but on a webinar.

Although I did like to take trades live in front of clients with the one-on-one in person
sessions, it meant that when teaching by webinar I could be watching the charts on a
separate screen looking for setups while I’m teaching people. Of course when teaching
via webinar, it means that it’s just me and the client online together and because we
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were talking to each other and were not in the same room in person, it means that a lot
more talking and communication needs to take place.

For the client it meant that they could be asking me a lot more questions and I was
finding that the webinar tuition was actually a really, really good way of teaching people.

I suppose like everything, things do progress and if there was a negative it did mean
that on the odd time from my own point of view, I was finding that after I’d just spent 4
hours teaching someone, to then go and start looking at charts and take my own trades
was sometimes a struggle as my eyes and mind were tired from the concentration
involved with the teaching. So in a similar way to the travelling issue earlier, I was
cautious and conscious of not allowing the teaching to take over too much and as a
consequence my own trading would suffer.

The great thing about organising the webinars is we could actually organise them
around main trading sessions so it did mean that we could take trades live as well but
also just at the back of my mind I needed to ensure that I wasn’t becoming a teacher
and not a trader but from the client’s point of view the webinar tuition was something
that worked out really well.

The next natural step in the progression was for me to take the course and actually
create it as an instant downloadable product and that’s really the way that everything
online was going at that time and still is today. People want everything now. If I was
organising one on one tuition, whether it be live in person or on webinar, there was
always a time delay as someone would say “Yes I want you to teach me but we may
have the schedule in a week or two from now.”

I realised that people want things right now which is absolutely fine and understandable
and I the same myself. You pay for a product so you want the product now. That led to
me a progressing further in terms of putting the whole course into an online video
course. I spent a lot of time running through the course itself and taking a short, easy to
understand videos of the course and the strategy. I went through the whole process
step by step from what an absolute beginner needed to know and instead of teaching
someone I was recording my computer screen. I found that by splitting the whole
strategy up into very detailed sections, starting with money management and then onto
the MT4 platform and installing software. Now some people would know these early
steps already and that’s fine but by inserting the video course into sections it meant that
people could watch through some sections, maybe skip through other sections if they
know that particular subject well and then go and review other parts that they may
struggle with.
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So I broke the whole strategy down into step by step in terms of looking at candle
patterns, showing various examples: bullish patterns, bearish patterns, screenshots,
taking clips from live charts, looking at trades were previously taken on my account -
some that made profit and showing some that lost.

With the trades that worked out well, I’d explain why they worked. With the trades that
did not work out, I’d explain why they lost. Was there something in the way of the trade
that I should have seen? Hindsight is a great thing but I needed to install into my clients
the ability to be able to read the charts from the right hand side of the chart because
don’t forget the way to make money is from what’s happening right now live on your
charts from the right hand side. Yes, all of the information and the price action that’s
happened in the past is beneficial as it enables you to use that information but you can’t
really make money from what’s already happened.

I was really conscious of making sure that the videos and the examples that I was
creating were able to be used by clients to help them with their real time trading. When I
edited the videos, I made sure there was a lot of zooming in, a lot of arrows, and a lot of
really detailed explanations and I made the videos short, concise and easy to
understand.

I then developed the course and the membership site as it is today with the course
broken up into many sections. Each section contained some course notes, some
screenshots and then some videos relating to that specific subject and the videos would
last for about two minutes to ten minutes long so they were very easy for people to
understand and as I’ve mentioned. The great thing is that you can go through a video
and if there’s part that you don’t understand you can go back and rewind and re-watch
the video again. Occasionally some people will get stuck with a particular area of the
course so they can ask me for help but overall I find that due to the well explained
nature of the video course, most people will understand all sections of the course after
watching it a couple of times.

From the client’s point of view they have constant access, 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. Clients can log in to the membership site and watch whatever part of the course it
is they wish to refresh or to continue learning. Having all aspects of the course online
makes it a far better way of learning from both sides of the fence. From the client’s point
of view they can log in at any time and learn at their leisure. From my point of view it
means that there is less tuition upfront but it means that I’m then available to be really
quick with answering questions, I have time to hold live webinars or record new videos.
I’m always adding more information, some screenshots of trades that I’ve taken, some
live videos of trades that I’m taking and so the whole package together has now
resulted in the most success for my clients.
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Private in-person tuition was very good and the people who I taught back then are still
making really good returns. The same applies to the webinar tuition option. However the
video course opens the whole strategy and the whole availability up to so many more
people because there is no travel involved which means that the price for the individual
is a far reduced price.

It also means that I can now focus on providing day to day information for my clients
and what I do is I provide a daily analysis of the market. Each trading day, I place
information on the membership site for my clients, such as the trades that I’m taking
myself based off the daily charts. So I’m looking at the end of the day chart at 5pm New
York time which is Eastern Standard Time and I pass on that information to my clients
so it helps them learn on the day by day basis.

When I started taking courses myself such as property courses or management
courses, I got to the stage where I realised that I was all buzzed and all hyped up for the
weekend course. I’d come home with all CD’s, course manuals and books but there was
very little follow up information. I was really conscious to make sure that my clients had
up to date information and constant information so they didn’t just watch the video
course and that’s it they’re trading by themselves. That wasn’t going to work. They
needed to watch the video course and understand the strategy so they’re able to trade
by themselves but with my backup and daily help and information for them.

Each day a client can log in to my website and look at the trades I’m taking based off
the daily charts. I mention the currency pair, the direction that I’m looking at the trade to
move. I’m looking at the reasons for taking the trade based on what I see on the chart.
I’m also mentioning the exact entry points, the exact exit levels and that information is
there for clients to not only learn from and to profit from but also to train their eye so that
they can see the same trade setups for themselves. The aim is that overtime the client
does not need to rely on me. While people are learning they have that information to go
and view. The aim of that is not so much a money making exercise for the client
although of course it will make them money but it’s more about training their eye and
that’s the important aspect from that information. It means that overtime my aim is for
clients to be able to go and look at the daily charts for themselves, look at which trades
to take along with the exact entry and exit points and then compare their picks to my
picks.

Now of course, not every day am I going to be correct but each day I write down what I
am seeing and taking myself, so I’m putting my money where my mouth is and I’m
placing my suggestions out there for my clients to see and take well in advance of the
market moving. This is a fantastic learning tool for my clients and it really is just the best
way to learn.
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There are also other ways that I help clients to learn in terms of live trading room
webinars. These are held every two weeks for my clients to attend where I trade on my
live account in front of them and we’re looking at taking trades mostly on the shorter
timeframe charts because we are on the webinar live for two hours in the European
session. During those webinar I tend to be looking at trades on the four hour charts, the
one hour charts, the fifteen minute charts, sometimes even down to the five minute
charts and it has been known that I’ve taken trades even on the one minute charts on
the webinar. Now I don’t tend to trade those shorter time frame charts usually myself
because they doesn’t suit me or my personality but when I’m on a webinar I am looking
for live trades then I do trade those shorter timeframes because I have so many clients
who do love trading those five minute charts and fifteen minute charts and so I cater for
everybody and all styles.

That’s also one of the benefits of price action trading and the strategy that I teach and
use. The strategy will work across any timeframe chart and across any currency pair.

There is a lot of information given out on those webinars, there are a lot of questions
and answers covered in between taking the trades and on top of that clients also have
access to a really comprehensive helpdesk that I provide for them. Every question that I
ever get asked goes directly to that helpdesk as a reference for people and of course
the fantastic MT4 trading software that I provide my clients as well. That’s not so much
of a “buy here, sell there” indicator but it’s designed to alert you to certain candle
patterns and it’s designed to alert your eye to a certain horizontal levels on the charts
such as round numbers, support and resistance levels, pivot points and divergence –
basically all the things that I’m looking for to determine a good trade setup and it’s all
there on the software for clients to see and to use.

The software helps by alerting you to a certain potential candle patterns and you then
use your human input, your common sense and everything that’s taught within the
course to say “Yes, there’s a trade here” or “No, there is not”.

So you can see how the course has developed and how there are constant changes to
ensure that this course gives the clients the best possible chance of becoming a
profitable Forex trader using the timeframe charts and the time of day that suits them
the best.
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Chapter 14

“The Top 10 Trading Mistakes”

I want to talk about the top ten common mistakes that most Forex traders make and
more importantly how you can overcome them. So let’s start right at the very beginning.

1. In my opinion  probably the most important mistake that most new Forex traders
make and even some experienced traders is that they don’t really understand how to
approach the Forex market as a business, in terms of how to treat it and take your
trades with a very low risk approach. You see its all well and good reading all these
glamorous websites that tell you how you’re going to make hundreds of percent return
per month or per year, that’s fine. It just looks really attractive, doesn’t it? Because most
people like the sound of doubling your account every month. But the reality is that’s
probably not going to happen and unfortunately most people get sucked into the belief
that is going to happen. So if you were to do that yes, you could probably do that but
you’re just risking an obscene amount of money on your trades and it’s not really what
you call a true business approach. So I like to look at things from the other end of the
scale and really why I’ve being trading for more than 10 years and why I am still trading
is probably because I have treated my trading as a business with a very low risk
conservative approach and it’s something I think that you probably need to do if you’re
not already doing that.

So look at trading with half of one percent (0.5%) or maybe one percent risk maximum
per trade. I mostly like half of one percent. It’s what suits me and it’s what I suggest
people look at. I often take trades at a quarter of one percent (0.25%) risk. Whatever
level you’re comfortable with whether it’s a quarter or half of one percent - whatever it is
just find a level that suits you. Look at the number of trades that you have open; look at
the potential down side, the drawdown if your trades all went wrong that you have open.
If you have five trades open in your account and you say, “Look I’m happy the risk three
percent per trade.” Well would you really be happy of all five trades went wrong and
you’d now lost fifteen percent out of your account, I probably doubt you would be happy.

So the reason I like to have a low risk approach is because if I have five trades open at
half of one percent and all five went wrong, first of all if all five gone wrong is highly
unlikely but if that were to happen I’ve now lost 2.5% of my trading account. Well, I’m
still not happy as 2.5% is a big amount but it does mean that at least I can take the next
trade and I can continue trading tomorrow.
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So have that really low risk trading approach, it’s something that is very important
because it’s a well and good having plans and strategies and looking at different
timeframes but unless you have some capital left in your account the rest doesn’t really
matter. So that’s the number one thing.

2. The second thing also I think that most people don’t fully understand is in my
opinion you need to forget about making pips. Now I’ve covered this topic in this book
already but it’s something that a lot of people really do not understand and it’s why I’ve
got on my website a free lot size calculator which you can download if you don’t already
have it. It’s a fantastic tool and what it does is it helps you understand risk to reward out
of your trades and it helps you do understand if you risk X percent then you likely to
make Y percent if your trade works. So having a low risk approach to your trading, high
reward to risk trades, looking at maybe two or three times your risk amount as your
profit target. For example, if I’m risking half of one percent (0.5%) I’m looking at making
a profit of 1% or 1.5% or greater on my trade. That means that you can actually be
wrong more times with your trades than you are right but you still make money.

When you take away the importance of making pips it means that you can trade all
timeframe charts, all currency pairs and it really doesn’t matter so much which one is
profitable and which one loses because you’re looking at making a percentage return.
As I’ve already mentioned the problem is with a lot of people is they look at the daily
chart and think “I can’t trade it because I need a 135 pips stop loss” for instance. “Well
there’s just no way I can do that” so they don’t trade it and they think the only way to
trade is to trade the five minute charts and scalp 5-10 pips here and there with small
stop losses. The downside to that is unless you really know what you’re doing; you’re
more likely to get stopped out of those short timeframe charts because the movement
required to take you out at your stop loss price is not very much.

The example I’m trying to make is that if you had a 135 pip stop loss on the daily chart
or if you had a 10 pip stop loss on a five minute chart, using the way that I trade, both of
those trades have an equal risk. The way that is worked out is that both of those trades
have different position sizes, different lot sizes. If either trade lost they would still lose
the same amount of money from my account or the same percentage of my account.
Likewise if they both had a 3 to 1 reward to risk ratio, it doesn’t matter which one makes
or which one loses as they both make the same amount. However, if you were looking
at making pips, most traders would say, “I can’t afford to lose 135 pips but I can afford
to lose 10 pips.” That is just a very incorrect way of looking at your trading. So if you
understand the whole money management approach, you understand the percentage
gain as suppose to the percentage risk and you take away the importance of making
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pips, those two things alone regardless of your strategy will make a huge difference to
your trading.

3. The third thing to move on to then once we do understand money management
and low risk approach is to look at a strategy and a plan. You see most people don’t
have a plan or a strategy and again it’s a big danger of trading the Forex market. We
are bombarded on a daily basis with different websites, with different emails with
different offers and robots, etc.

I find that most people don’t really have a solid trading plan that suits them. Your
trading plan maybe different to mine. I’m happy to share a template of my trading plan
with people but it may not suit you necessarily so if I’m looking at trading daily charts,
four hourly charts and one hourly charts, that may not suit your trading style. If I’m
looking at taking mostly continuation patterns, you may not like that so much. So it
really does come down to having the plan and the strategy that suits you.

When it comes to the actual strategy well I firmly believe that the price action trading is
by far the best way of looking at taking trades. You see what I’m doing and the way
that I trade and the way that I teach is I’m looking at what’s happening right now in the
market and it’s almost like an art form. It’s the ability to read the chart. It’s like reading
anything or viewing anything. It’s interpreting what a picture is telling me so the picture
is my charts and it’s candle patterns and there are a few other support and resistance
levels that I have. However, it’s all about understanding what the charts are telling me
about the market right now.

Are there more buys in the market; are there more sellers? What are the big players
doing? What are the banks doing? Where is the market likely to be driven to and why?
Is it moving up is it moving down? Has it come to this same level in the past? If it did,
did it bounce there? Why it did bounce there? If it did bounce there where did it move
to? So it’s reading the market at the right hand side of the chart and price action trading
is probably the only way you can do that. You see with fundamentals, it then becomes
my opinion as suppose to someone else’s opinion. What I think is good news for an
economy someone else may interpret as bad news and so fundamentals become a bit
more of a judgmental view of my opinion whereas technical trading is actually what is
happening right now. Why it is happening is probably less relevant but this is what is
happening and from that position I can then take a trade if I see a suitable setup.
Understanding price action also means that you can then trade any currency pair on
any timeframe in fact probably any market. So it’s really important to have a strategy
and a plan within your trading.
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4. The next mistake that so many traders make is that they don’t really know what
timeframe charts suit them and as I’ve mentioned I like daily charts, four hourly charts
and hourly charts. It’s what’s suits me and with my working commitments and family
and lifestyle I find that those really work well. However I’ve got clients who trade one
minute, five minute and fifteen minute charts fantastically well and make an incredible
amount of money and that’s fine because it’s what suits them. So it’s really important
that you as a trader understand what type of trader you are and what type of trading
personality you have. What gives you a buzz out of trading? Are you the sort of person
that likes to sit there for 2 or 3 hours in a trading session looking at scalping the five
minute charts? If you are, fantastic because you know that; you know that you can
handle that, you know that you can enjoy that, you know that you can make money
from that. At the other end of the scale you might be someone who likes to trade just
once a week and so the weekly charts might suit you; neither is better or worse than
the other. Neither it’s guaranteed to make more money or not than the other. It’s what
suits you. Having consistent trades with low risk, with high returns per trade and good
consistent trades - in other words spotting trades on your charts having the ability to
take the trades right now as they happen and to see the trade through to a conclusion
and to manage it if necessary is the most important aspect.

You need to discover the timeframe charts that suit you and the time of day that suits
you to trade. I can’t trade the US session. Well I can but it starts around 2 o’clock in the
morning in my time zone. I really don’t want to trade the US session because I’ve got
better things to do at that time of the morning. If you’re working and you can’t trade in
the European session then that’s fine you aren’t going to trade then. You might just
trade the daily charts or the four hourly charts or look at trading when you can. If you’ve
got lots of other commitments I strongly suggest you don’t look at scalping the market
and I’d suggest that you look at the longer timeframe charts.

I’ve got a client who owns a restaurant. He works ridiculous hours but he trades the
weekly charts. He takes between 100 and 150 trades per year and makes a lot of
money from his Forex trading. On the other hand I’ve got clients who take 10 or 20
trades a day scalping the market. So it’s finding what suits you the best, the time of the
day and the time of week that suits you. I generally find that on a Monday, the first day
of the week is generally a quiet day. Most of my really good trading comes on a
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. By then any weekend news or opening gaps will be
factored into the market, so Wednesday, Thursday and Friday are definitely the days
that I preferred to trade and I find the most profitable days. So again it’s researching
what works for you.
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5. The fifth point is to treat a demo account as if it were a live account. Now I know
that it’s not really a live account, I know you don’t have quite the emotion involved with
a demo account like you would real money. It’s never going to be exactly the same but
the problem is that so many people (and I did this myself when I started) I opened up
an account of $100,000 or $250,000 as a demo account knowing full well that for my
first live account wasn’t going to be very much at all. A lot of people run in to that
problem of making a huge amount of money and not really knowing how they’ve made
that money on a demo account and when they go live it all falls apart.

So I strongly suggest that if you are looking at a new strategy or at a new way of
trading or a new course then you do start with a demo account and prove yourself that
you can consistently make gains on that demo account. But the important point I’m
making here is if you think that your live account with contain $10,000 or if you have a
live account it has let’s say $10,000 in it, then make sure that you open and trade your
demo account with $10,000. If your first live account is likely to be $2,000 then open a
demo account on $2,000. You see you then don’t get that let down when you go live
and nothing really changes. So if after 2 or 3 months of consistent gains on a demo
account, treating it like it were real one, definitely making sure that you’re managing
your trades as if it were real and proving to yourself that you can make consistent gains
over 2 or 3 months on that demo, then when you make that transition to a live account
there really shouldn’t be too many changes. Yes there will be a slight emotional change
in terms of now it’s really money but really there shouldn’t be too many changes at all
and by having that approach making that transition to demo to live will be far easier for
you and also that would then ensure the profitability of your live account is far greater
than opening up a $100,000 demo, not really knowing what you’re doing treating it like
Monopoly money - a bit of a game which doesn’t really matter, having the attitude of
“I’m not bothered if I make or lose”; don’t trade like that because when you go to live
you won’t be able to trade very consistently.

6. Another problem that I encounter all the time from people who are not my clients
who are looking at trading is that they expect to make a fortune from day one. Now
some people come to me who have never traded any market at all and they just think
they’re going to make 100% a month. I have other people who have traded for a little
while and they suddenly think even if they put my course that they suddenly can make a
fortune in the first month. I just have to be really blunt and say, “Look, don’t think like
that it won’t happen, it won’t work like that and you shouldn’t approach your trading like
that”. It’s a big danger and as I’ve said so many times it comes back to the clever
marketing that the people selling robots, courses and systems spout. Many traders read
this, join the forums and think they’re going to make an absolute fortune and that Forex
is this magic pill that’s suddenly going to solve all their lives’ financial problems.
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It’s true, Forex can be just the most amazing business but once you’ve taken the time to
understand it and learn it and after you’ve been through the hard knocks. Jumping into
Forex from day one thinking that you’re going to make yourself a fortune and get
yourself out of financial problem or pay off mortgages whatever it might be, it’s not going
to happen. Then you put so much pressure on yourself trying to make money from day
one rather than taking the time to study the charts and to become consistent with small
amounts and then overtime build up your account into larger amounts. Someone once
said to me “Look I’ve got a hundred thousand Dollars that I’m willing to invest in Forex.”
I replied with, “That’s fantastic I’m really pleased for you as you’ve got a decent account
there but please start with about $5,000-10,000. Learn to make consistent gains on that
and then slowly add to it. Don’t suddenly go from $10,000 to $50,000 as that’s too big a
jump and you will then find that taking stop losses of $250-500 when you were used to
stop losses of $50 too big an emotional jump. So slowly build that up over time, make
your gains, add to your account by making money, add to your account by adding some
more capital and slowly build that up if you have that amount of capital to invest”.

If you have one thousand dollars to invest don’t expect to live off the returns, you can’t
do that and again some people come to me saying “Look I’ve got one thousand Dollars
Andrew, how much can I make per month?” If I say, well if you do really well you might
make one hundred dollars or a couple of hundred dollars if you’re doing extremely well
but they’re expecting me to say $10,000 per month. That won’t happen and as you’ve
only got one thousand Dollars to start. So be real with the likely returns.

7. Another problem that I find that is very similar to the last problem is that so many
people jump between strategies and ideas all the time simply because they can’t make
their strategy that they’ve either worked out themselves or paid for work immediately.
You have to give things time. Preparation is important, it’s like painting a room, you
have to do the preparation, the hard work, the boring work upfront in order to get the
nice results at the end. So whether you’re decorating and painting a room or trading
Forex, it’s exactly the same principle. You need to that work upfront. If the trading
strategy that you’re looking at doesn’t work all the time or you’re finding that it’s going
through a bit of a rough patch, that is probably not a reason to suddenly scrap it if it’s
worked well in the past. I find that people are very quick to jump back to the forums and
go searching through the threads looking for the next latest greatest strategy. I find it
quiet interesting how some people are very reluctant to invest in their Forex education,
yet they are quite happy to go and spend a fortune on robots and with most robots you
have no idea how that robot is designed. So whether it’s going through good patch or
bad patch, or how, why or when you need to change any settings on it, you have little
idea, you just buy a robot, add it to your account and expect it to make money. It’s quite
interesting isn’t it how people will happily let this robot which they have no idea how it
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works continue to take trades on their account. Yet when they’re looking at educating
themselves and taking trades themselves manually, they will doubt that strategy as
soon as they have two or three loosing trades.

It’s really important that once you found something that suits you, something that suits
your personality and you like the methodology behind the strategy that you don’t give up
on it straight away just because it doesn’t work for few days or for a week or a month.
You’ve got to accept that, that is part of trading, stick with what you have. Don’t keep
adding more indicators to a strategy because so many people have a strategy that
works and then they’ll think, “I’ll just add this indicator” or they’ll add something to it
when in reality nothing needs changing as you don’t need to reinvent the wheel. If it’s
not broke don’t change it and it’s a big danger that so many people run into so please if
you have a strategy that’s been a proven successful strategy stick at it because the
markets are never constant but your strategy will come through and work for you. So
that leads on to the next common mistake that most Forex traders make. I’m hoping that
by explaining these common mistakes I can assist you in overcoming these problems.

8. The next mistake I would suggest is the biggest problem for most people is that
they cannot accept losses. It’s a part of trading and if you can’t accept losses then you
really probably shouldn’t be trading. If you can’t handle your account going down for a
period of time then don’t trade. If that’s too emotionally hard for you don’t trade because
it’s going to happen. No system, no strategy, no method of trading, no robot, and no
anything will consistently make gains all the time without draw downs. I’ve never done
that I don’t know anybody has done that so with my experience I’m telling you that you
will have losses. Sometimes you have losses within a day, sometimes you have losses
for the entire week, sometimes you go through even a month and you might have a
negative month. Of course none of us want to have negative months; I’ve had very few
of them and so do most of my clients. But it will happen from time to time so you just
have to accept that.

By now you’ll be able to see how everything now starts to gel together because if you
have low risk money management you then basically help control your emotions. If you
have low risk money management strategies working and you have a draw down more
likely that draw downs going to be quite low. You might end the week with the one or
two percent draw down let’s say and if you do that’s fine that’s just a part of accepting
how to trade. This is far different from the gambler mentality where you might hear of
someone who has a 30% draw down in a week, that’s when you have a problem!

Accepting a draw down and a small draw down is a natural part of trading it’s no
different to any other investment; it’s no different to buying a house. Most people who
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buy a house as an investment rental property are expecting the value of that property to
go up overtime but within the time that you hold that property there is more than likely
going to be a period of time where it’s actually worth less than what you’re paying for it.
At that time probably you don’t panic about it and get all stressed about it but I find that
if someone has a draw down for an entire week in their Forex trading account then it’s
like the end of the world is about to happen.

So accept those losses as part of trading. No one really likes them but learn from them.
Go back and review your trades if you have losing trades and look at the charts. Now
it’s easy in hindsight to look at things differently but do go and look at your charts and
say, “Look if there’s anything on this chart that I can now see which will give me a
reason as to why I should not have entered that trade at that time”. Even if it looks a
really good “A grade” trade setup then it’s just one of those trades that didn’t work.
Remember that trading is all about probability, there’s no absolute certainty or
guarantee so if you look at that setup at that time and say “I’m really pleased with the
way that trade setup looked, I took the trade and it just didn’t work” that’s fine accept
that it just didn’t work – not all trades will. But you can also learn if you go back and look
at that setup and say “oh why did I take that? I took a buy trade and now I can see there
was a really obvious resistance level in the way” or “I was buying into the pivot point or
round number, why do I take that trade!” You can learn from that experience and you
can learn from those mistakes so treat your trading as an ongoing learning tool. Learn
from your winning trades as well, look at your winning trades and go back and say “Well
yes this was a really great setup and it worked fantastic.” or you can find sometimes that
you might just get lucky and say “This wasn’t really that great setup and this time I’m
lucky it ended being at full profitable trade.” But just be careful because next time you
see that same setup you might find that you lose more often than you win. There is so
much you can learn from your past trades on an ongoing basis.

9. The next problem that I think so many people have with Forex trading is that they
have an inability to actually read the market. Like I’ve already mentioned, successful
price action trading is having the ability to read the charts and almost treat the charts
like a work of art. You need to study the charts and make decision as to where the
market is likely to be heading and why. So if you find that your charts are completely
cluttered with too many indicators and the actual price action is shown in a tiny area on
your charts then you probably going to find it really hard to actually read the market.

There are some quietly straight forward tips I can give which will help you with reading
the charts. If you were in a trade and let’s say you’re buying a particular currency and
then all of a sudden you saw a big uptrend. Great news as you’re now making money
out of the trade. However a while later you see an exhaustion candle and then you see
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a reversal candle and it bounced at a certain resistance level and if you look back at
your charts a number of bars prior you can see that the price bounced at the same
level. The likelihood is now the price is going to reverse and actually starts to eat away
at some of the profits that you’ve made from your trade. When you see that happen and
respond to the pattern, I’m calling that reading the market, so you then need to make
that trade money management decision about maybe closing out of your trade, closing
part of your trade, do you move your stop loss up to protect some of the trade.

Another example is when I publish my strength and weakness analysis each day on the
Forex Peace Army site and also on my own website. If for example you are in a trade
and you’re buying the EUR/USD and the trade was still open into the second day and
then I’m looking at the market and I can see massive weakness in the Euro today and I
can see huge strength in the USD - so overall that’s telling me that the likelihood is that
the EUR/USD pair is likely to fall. If you are still in a buy trade and you hadn’t hit your
profit target yet then this information is giving you a bit of a clue. By reading the market,
it’s giving you a likely scenario of what is likely to happen during the upcoming day. The
way I’d like to trade that scenario is I’m anticipating that the EUR/USD is now going to
fall against my position. So I need to do something about that. I could just leave it to
play out but the market’s telling me the likelihood is that trade is eating away at my
profits and it may get down to a level where it stops me out for a complete loss and of
course you don’t want that especially if you’ve already been in a profitable trade. So it’s
having the ability to read the market. When you become too reliant on other people’s
opinions, on the fundamentals, on forums, on robots or on too many lagging indicators
you really do lose the inability to read the market and that’s why again I come back to
price action and I talk about it like it’s a broken record but it really is that important to be
able to read a price action. Look at the right hand side of the chart and make a decision
as to what is happening right now.

10. The last point that I want to talk about is that people for whatever reason seem to
think that they can learn how to trade by themselves just by looking at some free
information on Google. I’ve said many times before that yes you can get some amazing
information on anything topic on Google, of course you can. The forums also from to
time do have some important information but most of the time they’re populated by
people who don’t really trade or who are not really profitable - that’s my own personal
opinion so I tend to stay away from too many forums.

I find it also interesting that a lot of people don’t see a value in educating themselves.
They may be more than happy to go and start trading with a $20,000 or greater live
account yet they’re not willing to spend one or two thousand dollars on educating
themselves on how to make money from that account. It’s not all about the upfront
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payment either. With my own course, The Forex Trading Coach course, I’m there to
help and support people, not only give them the strategy and the ongoing information
but it’s also about having a community feel. I have hundreds of people attend my live
trading room webinars and we are all there to help each other, to learn from each other.
Otherwise trading can be quite lonely business. You just sit there by yourself at home or
in your office. Most of the time the rest of your family have no idea what you’re doing or
think your trading is gambling so trading can be quite lonely and by having that
community around you can be quite important. Having support from a mentor can be
important. But on top of having a strategy and the backup the other thing that I think is
really underestimated by good quality education is not only it helps you with your
emotions and is likely to help you make more money than you would by yourself but it
actually short cut the whole process. It took me 4 years before I really make consistent
gains, yet I’m not putting all that information all that experience into my course and into
the help that I provide my clients with the aim of not only making them profitable but
making them profitable far quicker than I was myself by shortcutting that whole process.
By eliminating the need for my clients to go through many of the ups and downs and the
trials that I went through and many other traders that went through. I find that so many
people would have given up their trading at the stage that I went through in my early
years. As I mentioned earlier in the book, it does become very hard, it becomes lonely,
it becomes frustrating, it becomes annoying - all those words spring to mind because
you know there is a way to be profitable somehow but it’s very hard to actually find that
way of making money consistently. So it comes back to education; if you value your
trading as a business then the education is likely to be a very small cost and time input
into becoming a really successful Forex trader.
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Chapter 15

“How I Trade Today”

In the final chapter I want to talk about my trading day, explaining how I set my charts
up each day and what I do on an ongoing basis and how I have my lifestyle control my
trading and not the other way around.

The charts open for the new trading week on a Sunday at 5pm EST New York time. For
me living in New Zealand that ranges between 9am and 11am on a Monday morning.
Just before the new week start, I’ll go and look at the charts and I place the weekly
charts on my platform and I go through each currency pair on the weekly chart time
frame and I look at where I see likely strength or likely weakness for the upcoming week
based on the completion of last week’s weekly charts.

I may also decide to take a number of trades based on the weekly chart trades. If I don’t
take trades based off the weekly charts, then what I’m doing is getting an idea for the
likely direction for the week. This doesn’t always mean that I’m only going to trade in
that direction but it’s giving me the basis, if the candle pattern is strong enough and it’s
in the right part of chart, to give me an idea as to where the upcoming week may head.
If I do take trades based off the weekly charts I’m generally placing them as pending
limit orders so I’m buying below the current price or I’m selling above the current price.
When the market opens up I place those trades on my charts.

The great thing with the weekly chart trades is it means you can take about ten minutes
once a week to scan through the weekly charts and if there are any setups showing I
can simply place the trade, walk away and leave them. Again it comes back to having
controlled risk. You’ll notice with the weekly chart trades I’m not talking about how many
pips I make. It’s all to do with the percentage risked as opposed to the percentage
gained, exactly like any other time frame chart. By having a low risk money
management approach, what that does is it allows me to take trades on the weekly
charts just as easily as I could take a trade on a five minute chart. I know the risk
associated with the trade and it’s X percent of my account and in my case that’s usually
no more than 0.5%.

After placing any weekly chart trades, I then scan through the daily charts looking for
potential trade setups. Depending upon the setups I might take 2 or 3 trades if they’re
strong enough. If the setups are not strong enough to justify a new trade they can still
give me the likely strength and weakness for the upcoming day for a particular currency
pair.
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The great thing with that is when I’m then looking at taking trades on the shorter time
frame charts, which for me are generally the 4-hour charts and the 1-hour charts, they
are giving me a bias and an indication of the likely direction that I’m preferring to take
trades in on the shorter timeframe charts for the upcoming day and for the next 24
hours within the market.

What I also do before the market opens is I’ll scan through a news site and the two sites
which I use are Forex Factory and Forex Peace Army. I’ll look at their news events
calendars to see what is being scheduled during the next week and what I also do is I
print out a copy of their calendar and I highlight the high impact news announcements
that could affect the market for the upcoming week. I also highlight any public holidays
that could affect the main Forex pairs. For example, if there was a public holiday in
Japan today I would be very careful and cautious if taking any trades on the Japanese
Yen. Most likely I won’t take trades on a pair that would be affected by a public holiday.
What that does is that it helps keep you out of trades that may show good setups but
just don’t work. There are plenty of other days to be trading within the year, you don’t
need to be trading those public holiday days if there’s a likelihood that it could affect the
way the market behaves. So once I’ve done that I then wait for the market to open to up
I place my trades for the day the first day of the week.

Now generally on that first day of the week which is during my day time the market is
usually pretty quiet so I don’t really don’t look at the charts too much on a Monday, not
until at least the European session on the first day of the week, which for me is Monday
evening.

For the rest of the week I then look on the 4-hourly charts as and when I can and during
the European session, I try to look at the 1-hour charts when I can. When trading on the
1 hour charts, I only need to look at the charts at the completion of the candle. I don’t
stress about having to be there all the time especially on the 1-hour charts but I do try to
trade the 4-hourly charts as much as I can in my day time. This does not mean to say
I’m getting up in the middle of the night every 4 hours; I don’t do that at all. This means
for me based on this side of the world I don’t generally trade too much in the US session
but of course if you can trade those times then by all means look at your charts at that
time as the US session does have a lot of activity during most days of the week.

The following day which is a Tuesday morning for me, my day to day routine is to get
up, look at the charts, see what has happened overnight which is in to the late
European session and the US session. I’ll look as to how my trades are progressing if I
still have daily chart trades open or 4-hourly chart trades open and really then it’s just a
case of normal family life - get the kids up, get them fed, get them off to school and then
between 9am and 11am depending on the time of the year, I’ll then go and look at the
daily charts for Tuesday and again I’ll take the best trade setups if there are any
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showing. It might take me 10 minutes to scan through all 26-pairs that my broker
currently offers looking for setups. Some days I have no good setups and other days I
might have 5 or 6 good setups it just depends purely on what’s happening in the market.

I generally find Wednesday, Thursday and Friday would be the days that I find the most
setups on the daily charts as the new week is by then well and truly under way and you
generally find that by that time we’re getting some good price action heading into the
midweek and the end of the week.

When I’m taking the daily chart trades, I generally place one half of my position at the
market, entering straight away at the market price and the other half of my position at a
retracement area using a limit order. So I do that every day of the trading week and then
throughout the rest of the week I look at the 4-hourly charts throughout the day and the
1-hourly charts during the European session.

To ensure I don’t miss any 4-hourly chart trades I simply set my mobile phone to send
me an alert 5 minutes before the completion of the 4-hour chart. The great thing with
that is that it means you can go often do other things. I can do plenty of things with my
family and enjoy a good lifestyle while making my trading fit in with it. It’s really
important I believe not to make your trading control your lifestyle, it needs to be the
other way around because trading has to be enjoyable. Yes, I’m making good money
from my trading but it needs to be enjoyable and it doesn’t need to tie me to the
computer charts all day and night.

This style of trading is what suits me because I do prefer to trade the longer timeframe
charts, I like to trade less, I like to take high probability trades with low risks and high
reward to risk on each trade. It’s not that you can’t trade 15-minute charts, 5-minute
charts, 1-minute charts. I only trade those shorter time frame charts every two weeks
when I’m holding my live trading room webinars for my clients but during the rest of the
week I really don’t trade those shorter time frame charts hardly at all.

This is what suits me. What suits you may be completely different. I’m not saying that
the shorter time frame charts are not good to trade as they really are good for some
people. It’s what suits your trading personality that’s the important aspect here to
establish, finding out what suits you and what works for you, what time of day works for
you. It’s really important as a trader to get that this correct and to establish what suits
you.

If I travel then generally I’ll just trade the weekly charts and the daily charts. I don’t
stress about trading the shorter time frame charts if I have other things to do. If I’m at an
event with my children and I can’t trade during the European session one day, it doesn’t
matter because more than likely I’ll already have trades open that day from the daily
charts and maybe from the 4-hourly charts.
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You don’t have to be there all of the time. Don’t stress if you can’t make it to the charts
every single hour or every four hours or even every day as it really doesn’t matter.
There’s a phrase that I use and its this “There are no prizes for trading more” and it’s
really important to understand that comment. You don’t need to be taking trades all the
time to be doing extremely well from your trading.

As far as trading results go, my aim is to look to make somewhere between a 1% to 2%
gain on average return per week. Sometimes I’ve had way more than that sometimes
I’ve had less than that but if I can consistently make somewhere between 1% and 2%
by taking a quarter to a half of one percent risk per trade then I’m more than happy with
that. Take those figures you expand on them over the course of a year and that results
in somewhere between a 50% to 100% percent return on my account per year and I
haven’t even taken into account the power of compounding yet. I’m just talking about an
average weekly gain. When you then add compounding onto that return you can see
how very easily your account can soon start to grow and that becomes again the beauty
of trading Forex.

I’m not glued to the computer screen all day long; I have controlled risk; I can control
when I trade; I know any upcoming news announcement that may affect my trading. I’m
not trading those news announcements but I’m aware of them. The news
announcements create an interest for me as to what is happening around the world
more than anything. I know if I’m trading on a 1 hour chart not to take a setup if there’s a
news announcement coming up soon that could affect that currency. So I don’t trade
news, I don’t scalp the market and I’m just aware of the news as an interest to give me
an overall perspective of what’s happening around the world. As I’ve mentioned, I
believe it’s important to try and get into routine with your trading. It does help but again
don’t stress if you have to travel or if you’ve got other things to do which means you
might miss trades.

So I hope that by reading this book it really helps you with your trading. I hope it gives
you an understanding of how you need to have your own plan within your trading and
find out what works for you the best. Now on that note I’ve just seen a good trade setup
develop on my charts so I’m finishing now and I’m off to take that trade.

Thank you for reading this book. I hope you’ve really enjoyed it. Please have fun with
your Forex trading, it’s a fantastic business.
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